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A broken table: what really happened to this year's USG

The Washington Redskins
cheerleaders
were made to
participate in
a provocative
photo shoot
in Costa Rica.
The NFL officials who invited male sponsors
and crew members to watch the
shoot should face the consequences of their actions.
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code, altering
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are taxed. It
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small businesses, but it will instead hurt
them, offering large cuts for big
corporations.
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The 2017-2018 USG senate table has seen eight resignations, communication issues, ineﬃcient spending, arguments over social Greek life and problems with events.
BY BIANCA MONTEIRO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
In a year marked by eight resignations, Baruch College’s Undergraduate Student Government is ending the year with a weight on its shoulders.
While it managed to still host many of its important student events and continues to handle budget allocations for clubs as well as for itself, this USG
ultimately functioned through the strengths of its individuals working independently rather than as an organization.
“The individuals on the table were strong in their positions and worked hard to get the job done,” USG President Isabel Arias said in an interview
with The Ticker. “They just didn’t always work well together.”

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Study finds that
isolation
and loneliness
rates continue
to soar in the
modern age
BY ALI HUSSAIN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

‘It was a long time coming:’ social Greek life
moratorium continues for Baruch students
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ AND VICTORIA MERLINO
MANAGING EDITOR AND NEWS EDITOR
Following six months of debate, Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost David P. Christy announced that the moratorium on social Greek life will be extended by another three years. The moratorium was
scheduled to expire this year.
In an email to students, faculty and staff sent on May 8, Christy wrote that the extension of the moratorium was
meant to ensure “the safety, security, and well-being of our students.”

There is a common notion
that technology helps us connect more deeply. However, the
exact opposite is true. The world
is getting increasingly more isolated, and that is a problem for
our overall health, wealth and
well-being.
Rates of isolation have doubled since 1980. According to
a study done by the AARP, 40
percent of adults ages 45 and
over report feeling lonely and
research suggests that the actual
number is much higher.
This isn’t just a problem for
middle-aged people, though.

The CUNY Crypto Club at Baruch College invited John McAfee, technology expert and one of the creators of
McAfee Internet Security, to gave insight into cryptocurrency on May 9. Using his knowledge and experience
in the field, McAfee addressed questions and concerns facing this emerging market. The discussion included
questions from club members and the audience.
Cryptocurrency has dominated the financial headlines in the last couple of years because of its high volatility and disruption of the currency market. It is a digital currency that uses encryption to regulate and control its
supply, and comes in various forms, like bitcoin and Ethereum, and has varying values, traits and applications.
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Creator of McAfee software talks cryptocurrency
BY NOAH FLEISCHMAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
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Introducing The Ticker: Overtime, a new Sports sub-section that delves into player analysis, opinions, features and more. Read the inaugural content on pages 21 and 22.
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USG's revolving door: what happened and what went wrong
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Communication was one of the
team’s biggest problems.
“We just had a lot of communication errors. I just feel like maybe
if we had all spoke more in our
group chats or kept our doors open
more or communicated more to
each other just as people maybe
that would work out well,” said
Emma Jorgensen, chair of the Appeals Committee.
While many of the communication issues were resolved following the tail end of the table’s high
turnover, these issues began to blur
the lines between the personal and
professional lives of many elected
officials.
While the social Greek life recruitment moratorium was a highly
contested issue during the latter
half the table’s tenure, this USG
also dealt with other internal issues
regarding timely communication
in regard to design, marketing and
planning for certain USG events, as
well as exorbitant spending toward
the beginning of the academic year.
Despite this, many members were
able to implement ideas within
their own committees, but few
found solidarity on the table. This
at times was problematic due to the
nature of some committees, such
as marketing or graphics, that rely
on other table members and vice
versa to properly execute events.
Some members also felt that
the e-board was to blame for some
of the communication issues that
existed both earlier in the year
and during the discussion framing
social Greek life. Representative
Sen. Andrew Windsor commented, “This year’s e-board tries to
run things a little ‘top down’ so to
speak. And while they do let people
have room to do and say what they
want, they also try to voice their
opinions a little loudly on the table
and mess with senate business
when they shouldn't.”
Windsor pointed to a time in
which Treasurer Suzanna Egan
explained something over another
chair, when he believed it should
have been left to the chair to speak,
or when President Isabel Arias expressed stern opposition to the frat
resolution.
Chair of Clubs and Organizations Arvis Chen also commented
on the e-board’s initial failure to
promote a more varied discussion.
“We didn’t really facilitate an openended discussion. When we had
majority opinion ideas, it would
hardly ever change.”
He later went on to elaborate on
Arias’ position on the table.
“For Isabel, I’ll follow her blindly; she’s my leader. She’s incredibly
smart, has a reason for everything,”
he said. He, however, pointed out
that during the social Greek life resolution discussion, her argument
for the opposing side within the issue was largely at odds with the rest
of the senate.
He went on: “Behind the scenes,
she was the person. Whenever
someone wanted to leave, she
would ask them ‘What’s wrong?
What can I do to make you stay? If I
talk to this person, will you be able
to stay?’ She tried so hard.”
When the table was first voted
in as a team and was still in its infancy, it retained several members
of the prior Undergraduate Student
Government: Arias, who became
president; Ehtasham Bhatti, who
became treasurer but resigned in
November; Suleman Aleem, who
became vice president of Academic
Affairs but resigned in April; Michael Cherry, who remained on as
a representative senator but similarly resigned over winter break;
and Windsor, who was specially
elected onto the table as a representative senator in February.
All of the other original table
members were part of club life,
resulting in a diverse group of students who previously did not appear on the table in the same majority. This included student clubs

and organizations such as the SEEK
society, T.E.A.M. Baruch, Dominican Student Association, Marketers
of Baruch and Alpha Kappa Psi.
Some members quit their previous club obligations, but others
joined USG while still holding positions in their clubs. This includes
Nicole Taniguchi, who was simultaneously chair of the Marketing
Committee within USG and held
a director position within Alpha
Kappa Psi during the year.
While involvement within USG
does not prohibit involvement in
student clubs or other organizations, time commitment became
one of the biggest issues within the
organization. It resulted in a lag in
completion of work duties as well
as several resignations.
Because many elected officials
came from club life, Egan in an interview noted a line of thinking that
explained some of the overspending that was present earlier in the
year.
In the way that clubs usually
operate, spending the entire club
budget for the year is generally
encouraged, as it shows a responsibility for the club’s mission and
shows that the club is active and
operating. Within USG, however, a
steep learning curve exists for significantly larger available budget,
Egan explained.
Some members failed to grasp
exactly what they had to do regarding payments, invoices and contracts, especially in light of the treasurer turnover. Internal spending
for programming is largely within
the approval of the treasurer. During the turnover, however, events
like “Perfect Winter,” which attracted attention for its high shipping
prices, were not approved first and
had to be approved retroactively,
otherwise vendors would not get
paid.
Egan argued that the thinking
toward organization spending, especially among members coming
from a club life background, had to
shift from “How can I spend all my
money?” to “How can I spend my
money most effectively with students in mind?”
This concept is present in Chair
of Student Services Erica Yang’s
committee, which is responsible
for planning a majority of the “Welcome Week” and “Finals Week”
events, with other student-oriented
events sprinkled in between, like
“Lip-Sync Battle” and “Bearcats
on Ice.” While she spent a lot of
money because of the high number of events her position entails,
she dropped “Baruch’s Got Talent”
— along with several other events
— because it required additional
funding for renting out Mason Hall.
When asked for her reasoning, she
believed that the event was a “colossal waste of money.”
Controversy also rose with Aleem’s “Meme It!” event, whose food
vendor cost more per head than
usual. Aleem at the time justified it
by explaining that the food catered
to those who specifically eat halal.
Bhatti and Josue Mendez were
the first to resign from USG. Bhatti
claims that his involvement with
academics, work and family all
precluded him from carrying out
his responsibilities as treasurer.
Not long after, Mendez resigned,
citing his own academic work, but
also relating his resignation to the
toxicity in communication that he
encountered within USG.
To deal with the missing e-board
position, Egan, who was previously
the chair of the Appeals Committee, was appointed by the e-board
and confirmed by the senate as the
team’s new treasurer.
To fill the two open seats, Jorgensen and Alexander Dimcevski were elected by the senate.
Jorgensen went on to inherit chair
of appeals. Dimcevski hailed from
neither USG nor club life, as he
was instead a member of the men’s
swimming team.
During the winter break, an additional three students resigned:
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Many members of this year's senate table were elected as part RISE Baruch, a political party that won almost unanimously.
Zakari Abubakar, Molly Bhuiyan
and Cherry. Abubakar cited his
growing internship time commitment, while Bhuiyan and Cherry
both scheduled classes during the
Tuesday evening senate meetings
that they were technically required
to attend as senators.
The team’s sixth resignation,
Representative Sen. Tarak Chowdhury, resulted from the passing
of the social Greek life resolution,
which was meant as a recommendation to the Baruch administration to end the moratorium on
social Greek life from those who
sponsored the document within
the senate.
While Chowdhury’s resignation
coincided with a heated debate on
his part, as he was sternly against
passing the resolution, he insists
that the resignation came as a coincidence and was rather a result of
increased feelings of discomfort on
the table.
During spring break, Aleem became the second-to-last senator to
resign. Aleem says that the resignation is “none of anyone’s business,”
expressing that he did not want to
list excuses and ultimately declined
to officially comment on the matter.
Dimcevski was last to resign as
of press time, leaving the table in
late April and citing that he was too
busy.
Arias commented in an interview, “[I’m] not super happy that
there were as many resignations.
I wish we could have had those
people stay on the table, but unfortunately people’s work schedules.
A lot of people came into the table
not exactly understanding how
much of a time commitment is, so
that was a hit for us.”
Many of the year’s resignations
come with their own unique circumstances, but ultimately stemming from their own personal
obligations or the same chilly atmosphere that pervaded the table
until late in the year.
It nonetheless fueled the resignations, though many of the team’s
replacements were already working on the fringes of the table in
the forms of vice chair positions or
other involved positions and were
able to effectively fulfill their roles
once appointed.
What comes as the table’s most
defining quality this year was its
ability to mobilize and continue to
carry out events and planning despite the reported erratic flow in
communication.
While issues were found with
proper marketing of events — like
“Bearcats on Ice,” which had only
been marketed later in the week
before it, or “Baruch BASH,” which
had also been contracted just a few
weeks prior to its official day and
thus could not have been marketed earlier — many operated and
leaned deeply into their own com-

mittees and cliques.
Brandon Paillere, chair of the
Arts Committee, was championed
by many of the senators as one of
the members of the table to have
made the most change this year. He
revolutionized the Arts Committee
by instating the “Annual Baruch
College 48-Hour Film Challenge,”
rolling board displays in the second
floor lobby of student art submissions from Encounters Magazine
and holding student table readings,
along with several smaller initiatives.
“I saw there was a need for artists to actually grow. I was frustrated that our college was failing us in
that respect. We’re not an arts and
crafts committee, consumptionary
Art Committee, we’re real people
with art that has real [merit] and
we want to do more for students,”
Paillere said.
Liam Giordano, who was elected on May 2 as a representative
senator following Aleem’s resignation, put forward the Student Arts
Proposal in conjunction with Rebecca Vicente, editor-in-chief of
Encounters Magazine, and Paillere,
in order to help display student art
on campus.
Daniel Morote, vice president
of the Legislative Affairs Committee and a University Student Senate delegate, and Hamed Doumbia,
who also acted as the vice chair of
the committee, were able to create
the DACA panel and spearhead the
team’s annual Albany trip to attend
the New York State Association of
Black and Puerto Rican Legislators’
Conference.
Windsor was elected just a few
weeks prior the deadline imposed
by Baruch administration on USG
for its social Greek life recommendation. In that short time, however,
he was able to reinstate the Constitutional Review Committee, which
he co-chaired with Giordano.
The committee pushed for an
amendment of the constitution
that would now make it possible to
impeach senators who miss more
than four meetings.
Passed by the senate, it did not
receive enough votes on the USG
election ballot in order to be approved. The amendment was subsequently approved by President
Mitchel B. Wallerstein, ensuring
that it will be reflected in the USG
constitution.
Windsor also prepared a social
Greek life resolution that recommended that the Baruch administration end the moratorium. This
resolution was sponsored individually by a majority of the table and
then passed by the senate. Windsor, however, explained that the
efforts made by him and the rest of
the table were still dubious in the
hands of the administration.
“We’ve hit a wall with the
administration
where
they

keep asking for new info that would
turn their decision toward a moratorium. What else could we show
[them] to support getting [frats]
back into student life? The administration says they want to reach
out and speak to students, but they
don’t,” he said.
During that time, Chen began
working on the Greek life survey,
which sought to understand where
Baruch students sat on the issue.
Despite receiving few outside resources to conduct it, Chen felt that
the results he was able to garner
showed that students were interested in ending the moratorium.
However, he found that the administration placed a short deadline on
the team that apparently did not reflect an understanding or concern
for students’ opinions.
“USG knew regardless of how
much data was collected or who we
talked to, the administration had
total control on the moratorium.
But they believed the administration had to hear the voices of the
student body before any decision
was made, so we decided to mobilize and start the conversation
of bringing it back. We’ve set the
groundwork with surveys, a resolution and a couple of articles, and
we will prepare the future generations to open a more transparent
debate,” Chen said.
On May 8, Senior Vice President
of Academic Affairs and Provost
David P. Christy sent an email announcing the extension of the social Greek life moratorium, despite
USG’s official recommendation.
Damali Smith, director of the
Office of Student Life, did not respond to a request for comment.
USG has largely, in its final days,
turned a new leaf. In a year plagued
by a closed-door atmosphere and
a struggle to encourage other table
members to communicate and collaborate with one another, USG’s
success was found only among
the elected officials who decided
to work hard in spite of perceived
communication issues. The hypersensitivity among intrapersonal
conflicts culminated during the
peak of the social Greek life debate
and, not too long after, released
a lot of the tension that had been
bubbling among members of the
senate.
In its last days, the atmosphere
still retains a residual edge of the
garnered social issues. However,
the absence of contested issues
and, more importantly, an overturn that resulted in more passionate students getting involved,
has brought USG’s year to a much
milder end. Overall, USG has managed to operate effectively as individuals became focused on their
own jobs, though this translated to
lapses in group tasks like planning,
marketing and design of events.
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Greek life moratorium perseveres
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The decision, Christy wrote, was
reached following several discussions with senior college administration, including Vice President
for Student Affairs and Dean of
Students Art King, and reviewing
information provided by the Undergraduate Student Government.
Freshman Chun Hsien “Michael” Deng’s death was also a big
reason for extending the moratorium.
“This senseless tragedy resulted
in serious criminal charges being
filed against a number of Baruch
students, and it has now led to
guilty pleas and convictions and
upended lives and futures,” Christy
wrote in the email.
The moratorium on pledging
and rush activities was put in place
for a year at the end of the spring
2014 semester, after Deng died
during an unsanctioned hazing
incident that took place on Dec.
9, 2013. At the end of spring 2015,
the moratorium was extended for
three years.
Deng was one of four students
who pledged for the Pi Delta Psi
fraternity. Over 30 members of the
fraternity spent the weekend in
Tunkhannock Township, Pennsylvania, where the pledges participated in a ritual called “Glass Ceiling,” The Ticker reported.
Deng resisted the ritual, which
caused the fraternity brothers to
be more aggressive with him than
with other pledges and hit him repeatedly despite complaints of a
headache. When he was knocked
unconscious, he did not immediately receive medical attention.
Deng was eventually driven to the
hospital, but doctors could not revive him. The cause of death was
severe head trauma, The Ticker
reported.
With the moratorium due to ex-

pire at the end of spring 2018, USG
led the effort to gauge students’
opinion on social Greek life at
Baruch.
During the Dec. 5, 2017 senate meeting, USG hosted a social
Greek life forum in which students
and alumni were able to voice
their opinion on the issue. Former
social Greek life members testified
about the benefits of social Greek
life for the Baruch community,
while current students wanted to
learn more about social Greek life
and expressed their desire to join.
Following the forum, Chen was
tasked with creating and distributing a survey about social Greek life
to the student population. Chen
was supposed to gauge student
interest in bringing Greek organizations back on campus with
the survey but was only given a
few months to do so, with school
administrators issuing a March 2
deadline for survey results on Jan.
30. However, the survey was not
approved for distribution by the
CUNY legal office until only eight
days before the deadline.
The survey received around 400
results — a little over 2 percent of
the college’s total population, with
63 percent of the answering students supporting social Greek life
on campus.
“It was a long time coming. They
would have ended it regardless of
what we said in the survey, regardless of how many people voted on
the survey. They would have just
ended it,” Chen said. Even before
the survey was launched, Chen
said, there was skepticism among
USG members that it would have
any effect.
“Endangering a student’s life
is like their number one concern,
and they never want that to happen. And they believe that social
Greek life, the way it’s structured,
is there’s no guarantee that any

USG calls for more art
BY SHEIK FLORADEWAN

Chen mentioned that
there were other hazing
incidents from organizations
on campus during the
moratorium, something
mentioned by administrators
present in the December
forum.
student will be safe,” Chen said of
Baruch’s administration.
He mentioned that there were
other hazing incidents from organizations on campus during
the moratorium, something mentioned by administrators present
in the December forum.
“There are so many, like, underground things that were going on
under the moratorium that gives
the administration the impression
like, ‘Why should we bother even
trusting them? We gave them that
four years to see they would be better, but it’s clear they’re not getting
better. They’re still endangering
people’s lives,’” Chen said.
Chen also said that he and Representative Sen. Andrew Windsor
tried to meet with King to discuss
the issue but were ignored.
“We do need to continue the
fight. It’s something that cannot
be overturned in just one year,”
Chen said.
When asked to comment on the
issue, Director of Student Life Damali Smith responded by stating
that “...questions can be answered
in the email from the Provost."
Christy and King did not respond to requests for comment for
this article.

COPY EDITOR
After being elected into the
table with just two weeks remaining of the 2018 spring semester,
Representative Sen. Liam Giordano proposed the Student Art Program initiative. The initiative seeks
to place student created artwork
throughout Baruch College by
hosting a contest where students
can submit their artwork.
Currently, there is no set date
for when the contest will take
place, but it is anticipated to be
hosted sometime next semester.
The contest will have a fair and impartial judging committee to select
the winners.
The SAP will be coordinated by
Giordano and executed under the
co-management of Representative
Sen. and Chair of the Arts Committee Brandon Paillere and Editor-in-Chief of Encounters Magazine Rebecca Vicente.
In an interview, Giordano said,
“I really want the students to define the campus rather than the
campus define the students.”
He hopes that “it will liven not
only the individual walls and hallways at Baruch but also liven the
spirits of students at Baruch.”
The proposal suggests that
the SAP will liven areas on campus that currently have no artistic
presence. These areas are referred
to as “critical zones.”
“I spent about 10 hours of my
time going around this building,”
Giordano said, “Originally I had
about 300 areas where art could
have been placed in but I really
had to think how feasible that was
not only for facilities but for us to
manage.” Of the 300, Giordano
narrowed down the critical zones
to 74 of the most populated areas
within the Newman Vertical Campus between floors two and 11.

The 23rd Street Building will be excluded in the initiative due to the
complexity of legal contracts with
construction companies.
Giordano explained that the
first step in going forward with
the proposal is to meet with Lisa
Edwards, assistant vice president
of the Office of Campus Facilities
and Operations, for approval and
discussion of the logistics of it.
Once the terms for the contest
are set and they pick their judgment panel, Giordano and his
team will go to every department
within the three schools, including the Zicklin School of Business,
to market the contest to a range of
students.
Giordano, Paillere and Vicente
came up with a basic preliminary
budget for the SAP, but the budget
is still a work in progress. They are
operating under the assumption
that facilities do not have an existing earmarked budget for the
artwork and are considering the
possibility of self–funding the initiative.
Scholarships were accounted
for within the budget for an estimated maximum of $3,000 awarded to artists behind the 10 highest
ranked submissions of the contest.
However, this is not a set amount;
after meeting with Campus Facilities and Operations, Giordano and
his team will have a better idea of
the amount to which they can increase the scholarships.
Giordano expressed that he
feels this is the most exciting part
of the project and commended
Paillere for prioritizing the scholarships, adding that “students
should be awarded financially for
their work.”
“We want to legitimize these
student artists,” he said. “We’re not
just going to utilize or exploit their
work to make Baruch something
more aesthetically pleasing."

Blue Notes showcase features two other CUNY a cappella groups
BY DIANA SHISHKINA
COPY EDITOR
The Baruch College Blue Notes
held their spring showcase on May
7 in the Engelman Recital Hall located in the Baruch Performing Arts
Center. The showcase featured several performances from members
of the a cappella group as well as the
Macaulay Triplets and the Queens
College iTones. The entire show
was hosted by sophomore Joshua
Castillo, who hyped up the crowd
with jokes, visibly bopping along
when they took the stage for their
performances.
The night opened with the Blue
Notes. All of the members started
with a version of Rick Astley’s song
“Never Gonna Give You Up,” arranged specifically for the group
by current music director Laina
Tzanides.
This was followed by Pentatonix’s “Run to You.” The third song,
Frankie Valli’s “Can’t Take My Eyes
Off You,” featured Tyler Chen and
Rebecca Dhala as soloists. The
group wrapped up their first set of
performances with “La La Latch,” a
Pentatonix mash-up of Sam Smith’s
songs, featuring Tzanides, Aurélien
Creuillenet, Petya Yankova and
current Blue Notes President Stelios Giannoulis as soloists.
Castillo then took the stage to introduce the next act: the Macaulay
Triplets. The Triplets are an a cappella group that features members
from numerous CUNY schools.
A particular stand-out of this
group was Baruch’s own Nicholas Leung, who beatboxed and
jammed out to every song that the
rest of the group members performed.
The Triplets began with a rendition of Elvis Crespo’s Spanish hit
“Suavemente,” dancing salsa as almost every member of the group
sang at least one part of the song.

This was followed by Gabrielle
Goubran’s performance of Ariana
Grande’s “Into You,” whose vocal
range was able to capture both the
high and low nuances of the song.
The Triplets ended their night with
a mashup of Demi Lovato songs,
including her current popular singles, “Tell Me You Love Me” and
“Sorry Not Sorry.”
The two soloists for the mashup, Natalynn Nuñez and Lindsay
Griffiths, seemed to have a little
sing-off on stage as they closed out
the act.
The next group to take the stage
were the Queens College iTones,
the largest a cappella group present
and coordinated in red and black
outfits.
They started with the Bobby
Day classic, “Rockin’ Robin,” featuring Jeremy Kessler as a soloist
with Philip Garcia adding a comical interaction with Kessler. This
was followed by Rozzi Crane’s “Half
the Man,” which featured Katerina
Hadjipavlis as a soloist. The next
solo showcased T.J. Barnes covering the Aladdin song “Friend Like
Me.” The iTones finished their night
with a cover of “House of the Rising
Sun” by The Animals.
The rest of the night was all
about the Blue Notes, as two or
three of the members would come
on stage to perform their solos. The
first one came from the seniors of
the group: Creuillenet, Giannoulis and Jordan La. With Giannoulis
on guitar, Creuillenet and La did
their rendition of OneRepublic’s “I
Lived.”
This was followed by Ben Platt’s
and Lin-Manuel Miranda’s “Found/
Tonight,” performed by Creuillenet
and Kimberly Strempel with Joy
Ling, who will take over as president and music director of Blue
Notes next year, on piano. Creuillenet and Strempel harmonized at
the end, individually showcasing

both of their voices.
The next song was a strippeddown performance by Ling and
Yankova of “I Will Always Love
You.” Both members put their own
twists on the Whitney Houston
classic. The penultimate song of
the night was also from Aladdin,
called “Proud of Your Boy.” It was
performed by Martin Hsu and featured Robert Ge on piano.
The most sentimental duet of
the night, however, was Ling and
Tzanides performing “For Good”
from the musical Wicked, with Tzanides’ sister Lilly, on piano. It was
symbolic of Tzanides passing on
her position as director onto Ling.
Even when technical difficulties
caused Tzanides’ microphone to
stop working, the duo powered
through and brought several members of the audience to tears.
After the emotional performance, Castillo changed the mood
by announcing that the Blue Notes
decided to have a sing-off between
the boys and girls.
The first performance came
from the guys, called “I Want It That
Wei,” which is a play on the name
of the Backstreet Boys hit because
it featured beatboxer Wei Lin as
one of the soloists. The comical
moment of the performance came
when they all threw down their
blazers to the ground.
The girls performed Britney
Spears’ “Toxic.” All of the performers changed their outfits and
Yankova and Lin came out donning purple and blonde wigs, respectively. The girls sang an almost
jazzy version of the 2000s classic
while Lin beatboxed. They would
all freeze and make sultry poses at
key moments during the performance, inducing chuckles from the
audience.
The Blue Notes then came together again to perform their arrangement of “Unsteady” by the X

JOY LING | BLUE NOTES

Joy Ling and Laina Tzanides perform "For Good" from the musical Wicked.
Ambassadors. The Blue Notes officially ended the night with “Waving Through a Window,” originally
sang by the cast of the musical Dear
Evan Hansen. The stand-out of this
performance was soloist Giannoulis as he energetically sang to claps
from the audience alongside fellow
soloist Strempel.
As every member of the audience emerged from their seats to

give all three acts a standing ovation, bouquets of flowers were
handed out to the graduating seniors and single roses to the current
e-board.
The current e-board then handed these roses to the members
that would comprise next year’s
e-board, positing a tender conclusion to a night that left the audience
with a wide variety of emotions.
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Innovative ideas blossom at 5th annual Creative Inquiry Day
PHOTOS AND TEXT BY MAY KHIN

T

he fifth annual Creative Inquiry Day showcased different undergraduate research projects and honors theses in the main gym
on May 10 and was sponsored by the Baruch College Honors Program and the Bernard L. Schwartz Communication Institute.

It celebrates the strength and diversity of undergraduate research since all majors can submit individual or group projects that they
will present to the Baruch community. The fields included public affairs, psychology, natural sciences and arts and humanities.

Creative Inquiry Day transitioned from the library to the Multipurpose Room to the main gym over the years as it
continued to demonstrate talent and creativity.

Vicki Lau, Undecided Major
Vicki Lau did an immigration story on her mother and showcased the integration
of Chinese and American culture. She elaborated on the importance of diversity and
through this experience, she was able to learn more about her family and her culture.
Lau made a watercolor painting of her mother’s bowl-shaped frying pan, which is
also known as the wok in Chinese, to illustrate how her family still holds on to its culture. “Within the wok, they still cook the traditional Chinese food,” Lau said, “while the
bottom it shows the other side of immigration which is like assimilation.”
Her family cooks both Chinese and American cuisines by using the same wok. Lau
also painted the New York City skyline where her mother has lived for about 20 years
now, and where she has learned a new language and learned to adapt to the American
culture. She also demonstrated her mother’s journey of taking the naturalization exam
and becoming an American citizen.

Nicole Sandoval, Public Aﬀairs Major
Nicole Sandoval explained that Right Step Forward is providing additional service
to women victims and survivors of domestic violence.
There are three workshops: English literacy, financial education and career preparation. “Through this project, we are able to develop and provide a safe place for women
now that they are finally done with the legal work of the domestic violence,” Sandoval
said. That’s where the title comes into play: take a right step forward.
She emphasized that the purpose of this is to use the resources that New York City
has already provided and build more solutions from there. “Anything is possible and
everything is possible especially if you are able to take the time and research,” said Sandoval. She said she wants to work for nonprofit organizations in the future.

Christos Bakalexis, Entrepreneur Major, and Filipe David, Finance Major
Alexander Fermin, Political Science Major
Alexander Fermin wanted to research the Israeli-Palestinian conflict using political
theory after his visit to Israel where he actually spoke with Israelis and Palestinians. He
learned that the media narrative and reality over there were different, and he wanted to
take an unbiased approach to research more systematically. He explained that characterization of Israel and Palestine from within the United States is very partisan and radical. There are a lot of nuances that were not being covered by the U.S. discussion on it.
“I learned that we shouldn’t attribute blame only to individuals,” Fermin said, “and
we shouldn’t be more empathetic about the surroundings and the forces that motivate
them.” He used the deterrence model and political scientist and professor at Stanford
University James Fearon's barrier to negotiation as methodology.
His undergraduate research is going to inform his voting decisions and policy standings in the future.

Christos Bakalexis and Filipe David explored Netflix’s chilling future. They were trying to figure out which technology would take over Netflix and what would bring the
downfall of Netflix. They looked into the market share and profits since Netflix took
over Blockbuster.
The industry competitors and market saturation play a vital role in shaping Netflix’s
future since Hulu, HBO Go, Amazon Video and even Walt Disney are the major players in the streaming industry. David explained that the blockchain technology, which
allows users to store content on their devices, and peer-to-peer streaming can possibly
bring Netflix down in the long run.
“Especially within business, history repeats itself so where Netflix was able to undercut Blockbuster, there really are a lot of threats to Netflix as well as the business
model,” Bakalexis said.
“It’s just interesting to see that you really as a company, no matter how innovative
your tech is, there always will be a point where it will go out of touch with what’s new.
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WICC shares Caribbean culture during ‘Cultural Explosion’
BY ESTELLE SAAD
STAFF WRITER
The West Indian Culture Club
hosted its “Cultural Explosion”
event as part of Baruch College’s
“Caribbean Week ‘Back to The Islands’” festivities. The event took
place on May 10 during club hours
and consisted of eating, dancing
and listening to traditional Caribbean music.
Caribbean Week kicked off with
an opening ceremony called “Monday Madness” and continued on to
the next day with a food fair that
gave students a taste of the unique
cuisine belonging to each Caribbean island. Another event held
during the week was “Wild N’ Out,”
a Caribbean-themed improvisation comedy show accompanied by
music.
The closing event of the week
was “Back to the Islands,” which
boasted live music by DJ Doe and
was hosted by Biggz the Party
Prince.
As explained by WICC president
Kalifa Chapman, the major goals
of Caribbean Week’s events were
to change perspectives about the
Caribbean, informing people that
the Caribbean is formed of many
islands and that it is “much more
than just beaches.”
Club treasurer Danae Henry
added that the club hopes the
festivities will “spread Caribbean
culture and awareness around
campus.”
The week honors and celebrates
44 years of Caribbean culture at Baruch.
For the “Cultural Explosion”
event, members of WICC wore traditional costumes covered in colorful feathers and sequins with colors
that corresponded to specific islands in the Caribbean.
The members danced around
and invited audience members to

CARLOS AVILA | THE TICKER

The West Indian Culture Club collaborated with other clubs throughout the week to showcase the diﬀerent cultures of the Caribbean in honor of Caribbean Week.
join in on the fun.
The club served a variety of Caribbean foods including hot dishes
as well as fruits. Coconuts were
cut and handed out to students to
drink, and mango and sugar cane

were also distributed. The tables
were adorned with the flags of the
numerous Caribbean islands.
The music that was played included music genres such as Soca,
Calypso, Reggae, Dancehall and

Kompa.
Henry explained that the different music types, just like the colors,
are particular to certain Caribbean
islands.
The week’s events were put to-

gether by the Caribbean Student
Association, the Student Organization of Caribbean Appreciation, the
West Indian Culture Club, the Undergraduate Student Government
and the Office of Student Life.

Tournament raises money for cancer 5-year plan is explained
BY SHERON VIRANI

BY GABRIELLE HUEZO

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

STAFF WRITER

Determination was strong,
spirits were high and intentions
were pure at the 4th Annual 3-on3 Charity Basketball Tournament
organized by Baruch College’s
National Association of Black Accountants held on May 10 in the
Baruch gymnasium. NABA organized the Charity Basketball
Tournament to raise money for the
American Cancer Society. Various
members of NABA Baruch as well
as professional accountants from
companies such as PricewaterhouseCoopers participated in the
tournament.
Victory was achieved for all
teams as NABA met their goal of
raising $500 even before the tournament came to an end. A former
member of NABA and an alumnus
of Baruch, Gregory Davis-Clarke
also came out to support the noble
cause and served as the host during the game.
Davis-Clarke, who is now working in human assets at Education
Pioneers, a nonprofit organization
in the city, deeply misses Baruch
and his NABA family and tries to
attend as many events as he can
to show his support and to stay in
touch.
While this event is a way to have
fun and relieve the stress of school,
NABA Baruch also believes it’s a
great way to connect with professionals from various companies
who are looking for multi-talented
candidates. Jeremain Malcolm, a
member of NABA New York and
part of the assets management
practice at PwC, attends such
events for the specific purpose of
networking and meeting involved
students.
He shared: “This incredible
event is the first of its kind, one I
have never attended at any other

A feedback forum was held on
Wednesday, May 9, to discuss the
draft of the 2018-2023 Strategic
Plan. David Christy, provost and
vice chair of the Strategic Plan
Steering Committee, held the forum along with Kenya Lee, the
committee’s interim chief of staff.
An email was sent out to Baruch College students, but only
one student attended the event.
The goals of the draft are to
uphold Baruch’s commitments
to excellence in teaching, learning and scholarship opportunities, regularly review and renew
the curriculum, increase students'
engagement, degree completion,
post-graduation success, diversity
and inclusion and, lastly, to enhance faculty and staff satisfaction
and engagement.
In order to increase student
engagement and degree completion, the draft stated that all Baruch College students should have
access to the personal, academic
and professional support services
they need to thrive and be successful. Razieh Arabi, accounting student at Baruch, said, "This is key.
This right now is what's actually
missing."
When she asked what programs are going to be put in place
to achieve this success, Christy
and Lee said the specific programs
are not yet certain.
“This is a goal. But we don't
know how to best accomplish it.
Over the next five years we want
to try many approaches and see
what actually works," Christy said.
He added that what works for
some students might not work for
others.
Lee asked Arabi what her experience has been in the classroom.
Arabi said that while the profes-
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NABA hosts a basketball tournament to fundraise for the American Cancer Society.
school. That’s what I love about
NABA Baruch. They’re energetic
and passionate about everything
they do.”
He also added that events such
as this help build the brotherhood
and sisterhood for which NABA
stands. He emphasized, “Lifting
as we climb is the most significant value of NABA, one I am glad
to see is well established here at
NABA Baruch.”
If it was the men of NABA Baruch who graced the court, it was
the women of the association who
organized the event and brought it
together. Fathia Ladejobi, current-

ly studying accounting at Baruch,
will be the director of communications for the upcoming year and
plans to host many more events
where the members of her organization can network and have fun.
Amid finals season, students
came out to play basketball and
to raise money for an important
cause.
While Baruch students may be
known for their business and networking skills, the Charity Basketball Tournament showed how they
are multi-talented and that they
bring their hearts to everything
they do.

sors do their job relatively well,
a lot of self-teaching by students
is necessary in her accounting
classes, and she wishes her professors would teach more effectively
in lectures. Christy responded by
saying accounting is extremely difficult because of its competitive
environment. The biggest major at
Baruch, it has about 650 students
graduating from the major every
year.
Arabi is a second-semester
transfer student who received her
associate degree before entering
Baruch. She stressed that it has
been a struggle for her academically to come in with an associate
degree, saying it might have been
easier to transfer after only one
year.
She also noted, as a mother to
a son in elementary school, that
learning at Baruch is fostered
mainly for younger students rather
than older adults.
The draft also said the college
wants to develop a virtual “onestop shop” for student services
such as advising, career services
and financial aid. When asked
what this would be like, Lee said
improvements to the college website are still in the works. Christy
said students shouldn't have to log
in multiple times and all the services should be available through
one portal.
Christy concluded the meeting by talking about the 2013-2018
Strategic Plan. He said back then,
the main goals were to improve
online courses and create a more
global Baruch, prioritizing inclusion and cultural understanding.
In the plan’s final year, Christy said
that “there is more concern than
ever before to hire a diverse group
of faculty."
The final version of the plan will
be posted to the Baruch website by
the end of June.
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The Ticker supports Baruch
student victimized by racism

I

t is an unfortunate occurrence when baseless acts of hatred are
perpetrated. Many viewed the video shared on April 25 by Aneesa
Janat Rafeek, a rider on the Long Island Rail Road, capturing a racist
tirade delivered by an angry white passenger, cursing and aiming racially charged epithets at a black Baruch College student. Soraya Orelien, a senior, rode the train on April 19 and, according to reports, was
speaking on the phone while onboard. According to The New York Daily
News, several sources have identified the yelling passenger in Rafeek’s
video as Edward Ruggiero, a Long Island resident.
We at The Ticker stand in support of Orelien and condemn the hateful words of the passenger. Among the man’s profanity was his repeated
cry of “loudmouth,” as he was complaining that Orelien was speaking
too loudly on the phone. Even if she had been on one of the LIRR’s quiet
cars or had, as he claimed, been speaking loudly on the phone, there is
absolutely no excuse for his behavior. We are grateful that this incident
did not go unnoticed, and that even during the incident itself, Orelien
found support in a fellow passenger who defended her. We cannot
undo the harm that was done, but we can speak to the issue at hand.
Bigotry is a shameful reality that Baruch students have had to deal
with in the past. No person should be mistreated for their race, religion,
gender or any other form of identity.
One of the most prominent Baruch cases of alleged racism is of a
student who falsely claimed in 2016 that she was harassed by Trump
supporters who tried to steal her hijab. Speaking out against bigotry is
fine, but falsifying information gets us nowhere. Following the student’s
complaint about the alleged incident before it was revealed to have
been falsified, Baruch President Mitchel B. Wallerstein used the story
as an example of dangerous rhetoric and the harmful effects it could
produce at a 2016 lunch event. By the very nature of the story being
falsified, it risked calling into question the conversations being had and
could have invalidated future progress in subsequent discussions.
While we are distressed at the harassment Orelien went through, we
are glad there were multiple eyewitness accounts as well as video documentation, allowing more people to know that something happened
and to see and hear for themselves the cruelty of the man’s words.
Hopefully, readers will consider how they can stand up and defend
their fellow students and humans from virulent hatred. We at The Ticker
pledge to do the same.

Gambino's video demands change

O

n May 5, Donald Glover, also known as Childish Gambino,
released a single called “This is America.” His video took the
country by storm due to its graphic and honest depiction of gun
violence and police brutality. Some aspects of the video show Gambino firing off a gun to highlight how America places guns above the
lives of people. The background depicts police riots and a dystopia as
Gambino raps and vehemently dances in the foreground. The video is
simple in its execution, but the message about gun violence and racism
and our own self-involvement truly highlights the conflicts happening
around us.
“This is America” is another example of how celebrities are speaking out about current issues. While art across all mediums has always
referenced politics, Gambino is one of several artists who have recently
used their musical success to raise awareness for today's sociopolitical
issues. These artists include Beyoncé's Lemonade, which touches on
elements of racism and feminism, or rapper Eminem with his BET Hip
Hop Awards freestyle criticizing President Donald Trump.
It was a notable change when all three of these artists shifted from
the kind of music they released before — which was more lighthearted
and in character with their respective genres — toward social themes,
representing how people of status are finally realizing what the rest of
America is seeing and demanding change.

KEVIN VALDEZ | THE TICKER

NFL officials must face consequences
for the degradation of cheerleaders

T

he Washington Redskins
football team came under
fire when the team’s cheerleaders revealed an uncomfortable trip they took to Costa Rica in
2013 for a calendar photo shoot.
This trip included topless photos
in front of numerous sponsors and
crew members; some of the girls
reported being coerced into escorting male sponsors to a nightclub
later that night.
The cheerleaders were taken to
an adults-only resort in Culebra
Bay, Costa Rica, called the Occidental Grand Papagayo. On arrival,
the girls had their passports taken
away by team officials. They were
told this was to prevent theft, but
this action left the cheerleaders
stranded in a foreign country for a
week with no identification and no
way out. The following events of the
week were comparable to the actions that sex traffickers take when
pimping out prostitutes.
While the cheerleading calendar did not feature any of the risqué photos that were taken, the
girls were rattled by the presence
of numerous male spectators —
sponsors of the team and the field it
plays on, the FedExField. They had
no say in whether they wanted to
model provactively in front of these
sponsors.
Some of the cheerleaders were
hand-picked to go to a nightclub
with the purpose of being personal
escorts to some of the male spon-

sors on the trip. The team’s director and choreographer, Stephanie
Jojokian, told nine of the girls that
they should go and essentially use
their sexuality in order to entertain
the men, although Jojokian insisted
that going to the nightclub was voluntary. However, if the cheerleaders did not have their passports on
them, they were dependent on the
officials and directors of the team
and likely felt that they had no
choice but to do as they were told.
What happened in Costa Rica
is repulsive, but the problem goes
far deeper than nude photos and
having to accompany sponsors to
clubs. When looking at NFL cheerleading programs in general, one
finds that the members are treated
inhumanely, especially compared
with the football players' treatment.
A Time magazine article released right before the 2018 Super
Bowl described how cheerleaders
put in the work of a full-time job
for a salary that is sometimes below
minimum wage. The article said, “A
lawsuit filed on the behalf of one
former San Francisco 49ers cheerleader said that she earned a total
of $1,250 per season, which worked
out to roughly $2.75 per hour.” The
cheerleaders were not paid in Costa Rica either.
The article also acknowledged
how much the team controls many
aspects of the cheerleaders’ lives,
including what they can eat, wear
or post online. A Bleacher Re-

port article gave examples of two
cheerleaders who filed complaints
against the NFL, one for gender
discrimination and religious bias,
and the other one was punished for
what she posted on social media.
Additionally, being an NFL
cheerleader is not just about preparing for and performing in football games. The cheerleaders also
do charity work, such as visiting
hospitals and troops overseas.
While most cheerleaders do not
mind these duties, the various aspects of their jobs are never highlighted while the NFL players are
analyzed from every single angle.
Cheerleaders everywhere, especially the ones who work for the
NFL, participate in the sport due to
their love of dance and the game.
The cheerleading program offers a
chance to join a community of intelligent and beautiful women who
put in time and effort training yearround to entertain millions of fans.
It is upsetting that the managers
and directors of the various teams
treat the girls like they are free labor who do not deserve basic human rights. Both the players and
cheerleaders on the team should
be treated with respect for all of
the work they do. The cheerleaders should come together and press
for better pay and better treatment
from the entire league.
-Diana Shishkina
Journalism ‘20

Trump's new hire comes as no surprise
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T

y Cobb, the top White House
lawyer representing President Donald Trump, declared that he will be resigning.
Cobb has had dissenting opinions
with Trump in the past, particularly
regarding the Robert Mueller investigation in which he urged Trump
not to fire Mueller. Cobb has also
spoken about his distaste for the
president’s constant tweets regarding both the Mueller investigation
and the investigation of Russian interference in the 2016 election, according to The Wall Street Journal.
The resignation, however, is
not very surprising. Cobb previously stated that he would resign if
Trump were to fire Mueller, which
he did. Constantly having to defend
and make sure Trump does not incriminate himself can be a daunting task, considering how difficult
of a client he must be.
With the midterm elections approaching, there is a high probability that Congress will turn blue and
that the Republican Party will lose

its majority within the U.S. government. With no congressional support, Trump faces the chance of being impeached — something supported by many everyday Americans to some government officials.
One issue that many people
seem to forget is that a president
cannot simply be impeached because people disagree with what
they do or how they act. Section
Four, Article Two of the U.S. Constitution states that, "The President,
Vice President and all civil Officers
of the United States, shall be removed from Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes
and Misdemeanors." As of present
time, Trump has not been found
guilty of treason or any other high
crimes.
However, with the many ongoing investigations about Trump,
it is no surprise that the president
is taking more safety precautions
with the appointment of Emmet
Flood as replacement for Cobb.

Flood was the lawyer for former
President Bill Clinton during his
impeachment. Trump is playing
it safe, and if it were to come that
he would be impeached, he wants
someone who has been through
the process before and came out
successful.
Being the lawyer for one of the
most controversial men in the
world is no easy task, and the fact
that Flood is willing to take on that
role shows he is ready for what is
to come. Flood is no stranger to a
president with a bad public reputation, but that will not stop him
from doing his job and defending
his client.
Although Trump has not done
anything to warrant impeachment
as of yet, there is always a possibility that he might have to undergo
the process, and lawyering up before it comes down to it is always a
good call.
-Katarzyna Borkowska
International Business ‘20
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Congress' compromise on opioids
boosts confidence in government

A

lot has changed since former President Richard Nixon declared drug abuse as
“public enemy No. 1” on June 17,
1971, thus, declaring America’s
war on drugs.
More than 115 U.S. citizens die
every day from opioid overdoses.
To put that into perspective, the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention reported 20,145 overdose deaths from fentanyl and
other synthetic opioids in the 12
months that preceded Jan. 31,
2017.
Last year, President Trump declared the opioid epidemic to be a
national emergency. In February,
Congress passed a $6 billion budget deal devoted to tackling the issue of opioid addiction.
Before conducting a thorough
analysis of opioid abuse, one must
first define what exactly an opioid
is. According to the National Institute on Drug Abuse, “Opioids
are a class of drugs that include
the illegal drug heroin, synthetic
opioids such as fentanyl, and pain
relievers available legally by prescription, such as oxycodone, hydrocodone, codeine, morphine,
and many others.”
Lawmakers have been treating
the national crisis as an issue of
public health as opposed to an issue of criminal justice.
Some critics assert that the
federal government’s recent compassion toward victims of opioid
abuse lies in the fact that it predominantly affects white Americans. African Americans were disproportionately impacted by the
crack epidemic in the 1980s, but
during this time, the government
provided a much more callous response at the time.
However, the proponents of

this notion fail to account for the
fact that today’s political climate,
administration and overall cultural attitude differ greatly from those
of the 1980s.
Public opinion on addiction
has undergone some serious evolution. In the past few decades,
drug abuse has no longer been
perceived as a criminal act, but as
a sickness in need of immediate
cure. This more refined outlook on
drug abuse is a product of a wellinformed populace — one less
inclined to instill a sense of guilt
in those who suffer from a mental
illness.
Despite any changes in public
opinion, the ineffective “tough on
crime” policies implemented during the crack epidemic continue to
stain the current criminal justice
system.
Mandatory minimum sentences still exist. The policy was established in 1986 with the intention
of imposing harsher sentences on
high-level drug traffickers. However, nonviolent drug possessors
accounted for the majority of incarcerations.
For example, carrying only five
grams of crack would be deemed
worthy of a five-year sentence
without parole. This policy failed
to reduce drug-related crime
and only aided in the inflation of
America’s incarceration rate which
is substantially higher than that of
any other country.
Trump is calling for the Justice Department to impose death
sentences on high-level drug traffickers. The 1980s should serve as
a cautionary tale of what happens
when politicians spew this kind of
rhetoric. More often than not, the
term “high-level drug trafficker”
becomes blurred and ends up

leaving nonviolent drug addicts to
suffer. The call for capital punishment is a radical step in the wrong
direction and will only result in the
repetition of mistakes made during the crack epidemic.
Thankfully, some politicians
aim to reverse the harsh and unreasonable sentencing imposed
during the ‘80s. Under a new concept known as “prison reform,”
certain drug defendants will receive a reduced sentence and be
eligible to serve the last part of
their sentence under home confinement.
Unfortunately,
Republicans
in support of these sentencing
changes have come under fire for
“going easy on criminals,” which
would seemingly go against the
GOP’s classic doctrine of establishing “law and order” and padding the pockets of investors in the
prison industry.
All hope is not lost. A package
of opioid proposals was passed
unanimously in April. Some of
the proposals include research
into nonaddictive painkillers, improved training, health care providers using nonaddictive treatments in their care and funding
for states experiencing shortages
in the substance abuse and mental
health workforce.
During such polarizing and
tumultuous times, this rare occurrence of bipartisanship restores
faith in American democracy.
While it may not always seem like
it, the “ol’ donkey and elephant”
are capable of meeting somewhere in the middle for the sake
of achieving a common goal: the
good of the people.
-Gavindra Kowlessar
Marketing ‘21

CIA involvement on Baruch's campus
is an ‘honor,’ not a threat to students

T

he recent “Letter to the Editor: CIA is a threat, not an
‘honor,’” a reply to Davon
Singh by the CUNY Internationalists Clubs (May 7), pushed back on
an article written weeks prior, that
defended the CIA's selection of
Baruch College as part of its Signature School Program. This, is still is
an honor — not a threat.
The CIA’s mission is to protect
the United States by providing
the best intelligence to decisionmakers.
Its involvement in the overthrow of the former Guatemalan
President Jacobo Árbenz was immoral. U.S. policy at the time was
to stop the spread of communism.
The United States made a strategic
choice for the CIA to interrupt Árbenz’s actions as he appeared too
sympathetic toward communism.
I was accused of “[c]hanneling Cold War red-menace propaganda” to defend CIA incursions
in other countries’ affairs. It is not
propaganda as it is based on the
extensive examples of the Soviet
Union’s former Russian secret police and intelligence agency, the
KGB, perpetrating these acts.
The author of the letter then
cites CIA involvement in the death
of Patrice Lumumba. The author
incorrectly asserts that Lumumba
was assassinated by the CIA. There
is no evidence that the CIA had any
role in the arrest and execution of
Lumumba.
President Dwight D. Eisenhower did order the assassination of
Lumumba before, but the plot was
abandoned when the CIA Station
Chief in the Congo, Larry Devlin,
stopped it.
Claiming Lumumba expressed
openness to receiving Soviet arms
is disingenuous. He threatened
the United Nations that if it did

not provide support to put down a
revolt against his government, he
would invite Soviet troops to get
the job done.
The CUNY Internationalists
Clubs was incredulous at the notion that the overgeneralization of
the CIA as “evil” and “sinister” was
equivalent to the overgeneralization of Muslims as “terrorists” and
Hispanics as “illegals.” How can
the group claim that every person
working in the CIA is evil? It was
also never stated in my article that
opposing the CIA is equal to the
bigotry faced by minorities.
Claims spun from questions
that were raised in the leaflet were
senseless, highly unlikely and outrageous. The leaflet states that the
CIA might simulate waterboarding
and may set up a secret “black site”
prison. Yes, these are completely
foolish claims that only perpetuate
fearmongering.
These two claims were conveniently left out of the response article. Bringing up the Department of
Homeland Security and NYPD as
examples to justify their outlandish claims is comparing apples to
oranges, as both can operate domestically.
Next, the author carelessly mischaracterizes how the attorney
general’s Guidelines work. They do
not let the CIA spy as they please
on U.S. citizens.
However, it does direct other
agencies such as the NSA and the
FBI to cooperate with CIA information requests. The guidelines
were recently updated as well,
requiring full documentation on
how and why the information was
collected and who provided the information.
The agencies must also explain
the steps to retrieve the smallest
amount of data needed. Finally,

any unevaluated data on U.S. citizens that is not needed for a CIA
mission must be purged within
five years.
Additionally, The CUNY Internationalists Clubs attacks the CIA’s
role in the use of drone strikes under the Obama and Bush administrations. However, drones have
been incredibly successful. They
have killed an estimated 3,300 terrorist operatives, including over
50 senior leaders of al-Qaida. A
U.N. report from 2012 showed a
marked drop in civilian casualties
from aerial attacks. Critics of drone
strikes fail to consider the fact that
any alternatives are too risky or
unrealistic.
“[T]he fact that Trump’s nominee to head the CIA has a ‘record
of torture’ is not a ‘deal-breaker’
for Democrats, the media has reported.” Even if every single Democrat voted against Gina Haspel,
she would still get confirmed by a
51-49 vote.
The CIA has a checkered past
— no one is denying that. This was
openly stated in the first article.
However, it really is not favorable
to shun them from our campus. It
begs the question as to whether it
would be more beneficial to invite
them to Baruch and have an open
dialogue with them or create an
echo chamber.
Is there no faith that Baruch
students recruited to the CIA can
change it from the inside? This
is an opportunity that should be
seized with two hands. Baruch’s
diversity can make the CIA better.
-Davon Singh
Marketing ‘18
Editor's note: This was written in
response to a letter to the editor,
published in Vol. 113 Issue 11.
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Creator of McAfee software offers thoughts on cryptocurrency
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Some, like bitcoin, differ from
normal fiat currencies, or currencies backed by a government but
without physical tender, because
they are deflationary. This means
that they become more valuable
over time because of their finite
supplies.
They also have no physical component as they are solely digital.
With cryptocurrency being a relatively new concept, concerns over
possible scams within the industry
and a lack of trust in it have many
investors concerned.
As cryptocurrencies become
more prominent in the economy,
banks are adapting. Firms like
Goldman Sachs Group Inc. have
created a cryptocurrency trading
desk in order to capture some of the
value of this market.
“So, banks are trying to survive
by keeping the structure, the culture, the format and the conflict
that they have had for hundreds of
years and simply adding crypto to
it. That’s kind of like a person dying
from cancer selling [themselves]
life insurance, it is meaningless and
a charade, or if not a charade it really shows the shallow knowledge
that banks and other institutions
have over truth of crypto and the
truth of the block chain,” McAfee
said in response to a question regarding big banks moving toward
implementing more cryptocurrency trading platforms.
Cryptocurrency is challenging
the foundation of banks because
it is a decentralized currency and
doesn’t have one consolidated

COURTESY OF THE CUNY CRYPTO CLUB

John McAfee, creator of McAfee Internet Security, explained cryptocurrency’s immense potential to change the future of currency.
producer, like most fiat currencies.
Banks offering services related to
cryptocurrency therefore undermine their own business structures. Banks operate under traditional financial institutions, so by
integrating cryptocurrency they are
bringing themselves competition
and promoting it, ultimately contradicting themselves, McAfee said.
With blockchain technology, the
role of banks is diminished because

blockchain is a digital ledger that is
overseen and validated by the entire community of a specific cryptocurrency instead of just one institution such as the Federal Reserve or
a bank. This is how the currency is
decentralized and how the control
of it is spread among its users.
All of these factors are why cryptocurrency may find its backing in
millennials. According to McAfee,
“90 percent of millennials do not

trust banks.” With this lack of trust
in banks, they may turn to cryptocurrency in order to secure their
money. Most of the transactions
through cryptocurrency are done
without the use of a bank or financial institution.
During the event, McAfee answered many of the tough questions facing cryptocurrency. On
the topic of possible government
regulation, McAfee said, “It is fool-

ishness to pass laws that you cannot
enforce and trying to force us to use
one cryptocurrency over another is
foolish because it cannot and never
will be enforced.”
Pointing at the flaws in any
regulation of the use of cryptocurrency as a currency, McAfee said
it was impossible to control because people would not follow the
regulations or they would not be
enforced.
“There are two types of laws —
those you can enforce and those
you can’t. It’s foolishness to pass
laws you can’t enforce,” he said.
The Crypto Club was started this
year with the intention of studying
how cryptocurrency will play a role
in the future of the economy.
“We have basically three goals,
our first goal is to spread the knowledge and basically educate people
on campus and anybody interested in joining us in the club about
blockchain,” Fan Yang, vice president of the Crypto Club, said.
“Our second goal is to connect
people in the space, we invite people from the space to come talk to
us and network with us so if people have career aspirations in this
space they can get connected with
these people … and third goal is just
to have fun, I mean, this is an innovative technology and there is a lot
of creativity.”
The future of cryptocurrency,
banks and what currency is relies
heavily on the younger generations. Whether or not it will exist in
the future does not matter as it is
a prevalent force in the economy
and is changing the entire idea of
currency.

Southwest faces further criticism following an emergency landing
BY DIANA SHISHKINA
COPY EDITOR
A Southwest Airlines Co. jetliner flying from Chicago to New
Jersey was forced to touch down
in Ohio after one of its windows
cracked. The Boeing 737 aircraft
carrier was safely landed at the
Cleveland Hopkins International
Airport, and all 76 passengers on
board were able to quickly catch
another flight to Newark, New
Jersey.
The biggest controversy surrounding this incident is that on
April 17, just two weeks prior to the
incident, another Southwest Boeing 737 plane faced engine failure
en route to Dallas from New York,
having to make an emergency
landing in Philadelphia.
The fan blade in one of the engines broke during that flight and
flew through the cabin window
nearest to the engine. Jennifer
Riordan, a passenger sitting next
to the cracked window, was tragically killed.
After two similar incidents,
Southwest will now fall under scrutiny about how well its engines and
windows are maintained and how
frequently they are inspected. The
Federal Aviation Administration
will be looking into the incident to
see what exactly caused the damage to the aircraft, which is currently out of service.
The windows of aircrafts are designed specifically to support the
pressure faced by the plane cabin
when the planes are thousands of
feet in the air.
According to The New York
Times, “Airplane windows typically have multiple acrylic layers.
To deal with the rigors of flight,
their curve follows the shape of
the fuselage, and their rounded
edges make them less susceptible
to stress-induced damage.”
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Southwest continues to receive criticism as another emergency incident causes a ﬂight to ground, leading to more questions over safety and inspections of its planes.
The 737 plane’s outer window
layer had to keep in the air pressure on the daily, and it was this
layer’s pane that ended up breaking and causing the second plane
to divert and land in Cleveland.
According to the FAA, these
cracks do not happen often. In the
nearly 51 years that the 737 has
been flying, there were 26 problems involving the outer window
pane and one fatality — the incident in April.
Additionally, the passengers
who were affected by the plane
landing off its route described that
the Southwest crew members were
helpful in calming down frantic

passengers, getting them safely to
the ground and efficiently putting
them on another flight.
Still, because of these incidents
happening in succession, Southwest should do its best to reassure
wary passengers that all of its 700plus planes are up to par and pass
frequent inspections.
Flight ticket sales have already
been on a decline since the fatal
engine failure.
“Airline executives estimated
the carrier has lost between $50
million and $100 million in ticket
sales due to publicity from the accident and the company’s decision
to pull all marketing and advertis-

ing after it happened,” an article
from USA Today reported several
days after the incident occurred.
A Los Angeles Times article
stated that the day of the second
incident, the shares of Southwest
fell 1.4 percent, with revenue per
mile expected to drop anywhere
between 1 and 3 percent between
April and June.
The U.S. airline also had to scale
back its marketing and advertising
following the incidents, because
most of its current ads were cheerful and lighthearted — a sad irony
in the wake of what happened.
Southwest must now continue
to do damage control in order to

restore its reputation in passengers’ eyes. The 737 was last inspected in April, but now experts
will use microscopic technology to
see exactly what caused the window pane to crack. It is commendable that the airline is canceling
numerous flights just to inspect
its plane’s engine blades and
windows.
If the crew members can keep
maintaining their level of professionalism on every flight, then
they can win back the trust of their
customer base, especially passengers in California, where the airline dominates as the most popular aircraft carrier.
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GOP tax plan hurts small businesses and aids big corporations
BY ESTELLE SAAD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Contrary to the promises Republicans have made to small
business owners in the past, the
GOP’s recently passed tax plan is
not as beneficial to small businesses as was expected, with a majority
of the plan only benefiting large
corporations.
The tax plan, which was passed
through the U.S. House of Representatives and the Senate in December 2017, is the largest overhaul of the American tax code
in more than 30 years. The main
feature of the plan is a one-time
reduction in the corporate tax rate,
dropping it from 35 percent to
21 percent starting in 2018. The
aim of the revision is to spur economic growth across the United
States by modifying tax structures
for both small businesses and
corporations.
Other major features of the bill
include a 20 percent deduction for
all pass-through businesses and
the elimination of the alternative
minimum corporate tax rate.
As part of the recently enacted
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, Section
199A, a new provision of the Internal Revenue Code was created.
The new section outlines deductions for owners of sole proprietorships, partnerships and S corporations equal to 20 percent of their
business earnings.
To balance out this deduction,
Republicans reduced the tax rate
of what Forbes refers to as “C corporations” from 35 percent to 21
percent as well. The companies
that Forbes calls “C corporations”
are taxed twice as a result of the
new plan, once at the corporate
level when it is earned and again at
the individual level when the corporation distributes the income
to stockholders as dividends. The

taxes that are being deducted are
on the corporate level.
On the other hand, for sole proprietorships, partnerships and S
corporations, taxes are only paid
at the individual level at individual rates. These types of small
businesses are often referred to
as “pass-through” businesses
because they do not pay corporate income taxes. Because of
the double taxation, many small
businesses avoid operating as “C
corporations.”
Thus, Republican leaders created Section 199A, which has
also become known as “passthrough deduction.” The passthrough businesses that are supposed to benefit from Section
199A make up the majority of
American businesses, accounting
for around 95 percent of all U.S.
business.
Section 199A allows owners of
a pass-through business to claim
a deduction equal to 20 percent
of the income earned by the business. However, there are many
conditions associated with the deduction, which makes the process
to receive it extremely convoluted.
For example, married people
who own service-based businesses like law firms or doctor’s offices can only claim the deduction
if their annual income is below
$315,000, or $157,500 for a single
person.
The theory behind these passthrough tax cuts was to allow
these small businesses to reinvest
the money they would save back
into their businesses; buying new
equipment, hiring new workers or
expanding operations, ultimately
benefiting the health of the economy overall.
Despite the fact that few small
businesses are able to take advantage of these complicated pass
through tax cuts, the GOP contin-
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As promised on the campaign trail, Donald Trump and the Republicans in Congress passed a massive overhaul of the tax system.
ues to claim that the act is a victory
for small businesses. In reality, C
corporations are the ones benefiting the most from new regulations.
According to data collected by
the Joint Committee of Taxation,
only when income rises above
$50,000 does the popularity of
pass-through businesses begin
to increase, and above that income level, the number of returns
claiming a Section 199A dissipates.
As the income levels of the business owners increase, so does the
relative size of the business, and
when businesses get larger they
often become established as C
corporations.
Because of this, by the time
the income of a business owner
exceeds $1,000,000, only 200,000

returns are filed claiming a 199A
deduction.
There are some businesses that
are profitable operating as S corporations and would not become
C corporations as their income rises. This includes accounting firms
or law firms.
Under Section 199A, owners of
these types of service-related businesses are generally barred from
claiming the 199A deduction. In
other words, the highest-earning
businesses are the only ones benefitting from the new tax plan opposed to the middle class, whom it
was supposed to uplift.
This new plan also benefits
many large businesses that are
not clearly filed as C or S corporations, such as Koch Industries Inc.

and Cargill Inc., which together
make over $250 billion in annual
revenue.
The major problem with the
GOP’s tax plan is that to them a
“pass-through business” is not
synonymous with “small business.” This problem could have
been solved if the GOP placed a
cap on the level of income a business could benefit from the Section 199A tax cut.
This bill does not assist the middle family as it was pitched, and a
majority of Americans are against
the tax plan. A poll from Quinnipiac University revealed just 25 percent of voters approved the plan,
which is substantially less support
than what past tax cuts received in
Congress.
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Arts & Style
Niccol's techno-thriller Anon fails to capitalize on its gimmick

BENJAMIN WALLIN

An interesting gimmick may get
viewers into a theater or in front
of a TV, but it needs to lead somewhere in order to make the time
spent worthwhile.
Netflix’s new film, Anon, uses a
concept that feels typical of writerdirector Andrew Niccol’s style: Everyone has visual technology akin
to Google's now-defunct Glass,
where information about passersby pops up in people’s fields of vision, and the internet is accessible
via the eyes.
In this world, Clive Owen plays
Sal Frieland, a detective with audacious access to personal information. He is seeking a woman
— named “The Girl” — played by
Amanda Seyfried, who has hacked
into the internet to make herself
anonymous.
The ocular internet and all the
interactions therein are represented by point-of-view shots in a different aspect ratio, going from widescreen to fullscreen.
The visuals are overlaid by text
representing dialogue boxes for the
characters to interact with, including instructions after the system

notices an illegal activity has been
carried out.
Frustratingly, Niccol doesn't
seem to have any expectation of
viewers watching or paying attention. Information delivered via
clear words on screen is repeated
via dialogue, with detectives telling
one another information that they
both already know.
There is little to no added nuance when they recap the obvious;
perhaps Niccol expects viewers to
watch this on their phone or while
distracted, missing details and being spoon-fed information that
they could easily see on their own.
For all its intended cleverness,
Anon is incredibly dumbed down.
The film plays like an extended
episode of Netflix’s techno-thriller
show, Black Mirror, making the
company’s decision to add Anon to
its library a curious one. Not only
does the movie feel like it fits into
the show, the episode “The Entire
History of You” already plays with
similar concepts to those in Anon,
such as the use of memories playing in people’s eyes.
Both even include a moment of
characters watching memories of
others during intimate moments.
From the technology to the overly desaturated cinematography,
Anon feels like an unnecessary
repetition.
Anon appears to be an updated form of Niccol’s commentary
through his script for The Truman
Show. Both address feelings of
missing privacy due to their modern senses of being watched. This
science-fiction-based film uses
the reality TV show paradigm,

while Anon depicts a perspective
of surveillance and wiretapping
concerns, mixed with futuristic
technology. But, while The Truman
Show has a poignancy to it and an
emotional journey that viewers can
get behind, Anon falls flat in all aspects of pathos imaginable.
Sal develops a slightly teasing,
mostly stalking relationship toward
Seyfried’s character, whose impersonal treatment, is evident from
her official billing as "The Girl" —
for purposes of showing the character and actress some respect,
she will be referred to here by the
actress’ name.
Sal reveals an uncaring persona,
trying to seem the harsh detective
of a noir story setting. His unexpressive nature would be fine if the
film did not keep trying to pretend
as if he could be cared for, or any
of his relationships for that matter. Seyfried elicits some sympathy,
even as she is not given much to
work with, but Sal’s obsessive, objectifying pursuit of the former fails
completely.
The emotional faltering finds
itself expressed in the odd cinematography of the point-of-view shots.
There is no clear sense of honesty to
the view from characters’ eyes. The
camerawork is stiff and impersonal, losing any feeling of humanity
that could be expressed. Instead,
the view from the eyes feels like it
is coming from a camera, and being placed inside a person’s head
adds nothing.
Anon fails in its attempt to give
over a moral message, as it lacks
any convictions about what it is
trying to say. The film ends with a
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Clive Owen plays an emotionally closed-oﬀ detective stalkingly pursuing an
anonymous hacker played by Amanda Seyfried in a technologically advanced world.
revelation-like statement that does
not quite say anything significant,
as the music hits the drop and implies that something dramatic has
just taken place.
But all the film has revealed is
that Seyfried wants her life to remain private. In its message that
surveillance is bad, Anon offers
nothing nuanced or innovative
from its stiff perspective.
With on-the-nose dialogue and
an ineffective story, Anon has little
of value to offer, its powerful sequences of literal mind-hacking
and close-eyed movements are

strong parts surrounded by a purposeless whole.
The film is a waste of time, yet
another in Netflix’s slew of mediocre movies, like high-budget TV
movies that are not missed for staying off the big screen. Its twist, not
based off any meaningful story, has
no resonance. Its message is nonexistent.
Even with a somewhat interesting gimmick to start, Anon goes
nowhere special, making one wish
that it had stayed as hidden as
the anonymous and mistreated
Seyfried.

Swedish Academy postpones awarding
Nobel Prize in literature to next year
BY ALI HUSSAIN
COMPILED BY MAXIM IBADOV
Billboard Magazine announced
that singer, songwriter, producer
and dancer Janet Jackson would
be the recipient of this year’s Icon
Award at the annual Billboard Music Awards. Jackson is the youngest child of the Jackson family, a
five-time Grammy winner who
has sold more than 100 million records, and a successful and influential American performer.
Known for her hits such as
“Rhythm Nation,” “Nasty” and
“Scream” — the latter in collaboration with her late brother Michael
Jackson — the singer will join the
list of prominent artists such as
Prince, Celine Dion and last year’s
honoree, Cher. Jackson will deliver
a performance at the Billboard
Music Awards, which will take
place on May 20.
_______________________
In addition to Jackson, People
reported that the powerful vocalists
Christina Aguilera and Demi Lovato
would debut a new song at the Billboard Music Awards.
Aguilera, who hasn’t released
solo music since 2012’s commercially and critically panned album
Lotus, had made a comeback earlier this month with the hip-hop-infused single, “Accelerate,” featuring 2
Chainz and Ty Dolla $ign.
At the ceremony, Aguilera and
Lovato will perform “Fall in Line,”
which will serve as a second single
from Aguilera’s upcoming album
Liberation.
_______________________
Academy award-nominee Jake
Gyllenhaal will portray American composer Leonard Bernstein

in the upcoming Cary Fukunaga
film The American, according to
Backstage.
The biopic will tell the story of
the making of Bernstein as a music
icon, whose creative talent varied
from classical and philharmonic
music to Broadway hits such as
West Side Story, Candide and On
the Town.
The announcement of Fukunaga’s film comes in the year of
what would have been the artist’s 100th birthday, a milestone
that has been celebrated across
the country.
_______________________
Playbill revealed the winners of
this year’s Theatre World Awards,
which honor the brightest Broadway and off-Broadway debutants
of the season.
Honorees include Anthony
Boyle and Noma Dumezweni of
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child
Parts One and Two, Denise Gough
and James McArdle of Angels in
America and Charlie Stemp of
Hello, Dolly!, who are all London
actors in their New York debut.
Other winners are Jamie Brewer
of Amy and the Orphans, Johnny
Flynn of Hangmen, Harry Hadden-Paton of My Fair Lady, Hailey Kilgore of Once On This Island,
Lauren Ridloff of Children of a
Lesser God, Ethan Slater of SpongeBob SquarePants: The Broadway
Musical and Katy Sullivan of Cost
of Living.
Screen and stage veteran Victor
Garber, who is currently starring in
Hello, Dolly! along with Stemp will
receive the sixth annual John Willis
Award for lifetime achievement in
the theater.
_______________________

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The Swedish Academy, the
232-year old panel of writers and
scholars that has given out the Nobel Prize in literature since 1901,
announced that it would postpone
the conferring of the award until
next year when it will confer two.
This is something that has not
been done since the academy
postponed the award in 1949 and
gave two in 1950. This announcement comes in the midst of allegations of sexual misconduct
and sexual assault of a prominent
figure tied to the institution: JeanClaude Arnault.
The New York Times said Arnault is a 71-year-old photographer with connections to the academy over the past three decades.
He is married to the poet Katarina
Frostenson, a member of the academy and is friends with a number
of other members of the academy.
Arnault and his wife also own
the Stockholm Forum, a wellknown cultural center that was
funded by the academy.
The allegations came to light in
a newspaper article in Dagens Nyheter — the largest-selling Swedish
daily newspaper — published in
November 2017 that disclosed a
series of 18 accusations of sexual
assault and harassment.
The article claimed that Arnault
had used his privileged position
within the community surrounding the academy to pressure young
women into sex. Some of his alleged offenses were even said to
have taken place within academyowned walls.
According to The New York
Times, the first complaint against
Arnault for such behavior was filed
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The most recent postponement for the literature award occurred in 1949.
in 1996 by artist Anna-Karin Bylund, though the accusations were
never acted upon by administration from the academy. Novelist
Gabriella Håkansson also faced a
similar response to her accusation
in 2007.
Recently, even more news came
to light in accusations reported
by Swedish newspaper Svenska
Dagbladet, claiming that Arnault
groped Crown Princess Victoria, heir to the throne of Sweden.
Though the police have opened an
investigation into the matter, Arnault and his lawyer deny the accusations.
In addition to the accusations
of sexual misconduct, The Guardian reported that Arnault also faces charges of leaking information
regarding prizewinners that was
meant to be for academy members’ eyes only.
Sara Danius, who was the academy’s permanent secretary — essentially the head of the institution
— was the whistleblower whose
actions led to the severing of ties
between the academy and Arnault,
as well as with the Forum.
However, Danius’ act of calling
Arnault out on his alleged misdemeanors was not met with applause. Rather, the then secretary

was ousted from her position by
the other members of the academy, though she still remains a
member.
On the same day, Frostenson also resigned. This leaves the
academy with only 10 of what was
once referred to as “the 18 best and
brightest” of Sweden, according to
The Guardian.
The academy’s postponement
of the Nobel Prize in literature is
due to concerns over a tarnished
reputation.
In an article on its official website, the academy stated that it decided to change its operative practices in order to regain the public’s
confidence.
The article states, “One of the
purposes [of the change] is to
modernise the interpretation of
the Academy’s statutes, principally the question of resignation of
membership.
"In addition, routines will be
tightened regarding conflict-of-interest issues and the management
of information classified as secret.
Further, internal work arrangements and external communication will be refreshed.” No explicit
mention was made of Arnault’s
name or the allegations leveled
against him.
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Tully falters in its third act, but it breaks ground for mothers
BY CHARLES TABASSO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Tully, written by Diablo Cody
and directed by Jason Reitman,
chronicles the wayward lives of a
suburban family expecting a third
child, and quickly establishes itself
as a film that, for all its tongue-incheek comedy, characterizes the
trauma of postpartum depression.
Marlo, the mother played by
Charlize Theron, already has her
hands full with the day-to-day minutiae of driving her two other children to school, meeting with guidance counselors, preparing dinner
for the family and other such mundane activities, ad nauseam. But
Marlo’s thankless toils have whittled her down to the core, and her
sanity starts to noticeably slip after
the third baby is delivered.
Her brother Craig, played by
Mark Duplass, enters with a miracle cure: a duty-free nanny, a night
owl of sorts who looks after newborns so that fatigued mothers can
get some much-needed shut-eye
and regain their sanity.
That night nurse is named Tully.
Played by Mackenzie Davis, she is
a free spirit with an encyclopedialike repertoire of information akin
to Snapple’s “Real Facts” at her
fingertips and a brilliant smile for
every situation. She comes highly
recommended, Marlo’s brother reassures.
What becomes blatantly obvious to anyone who has ever hired a
night nanny or sitter is that Tully is
too good to be true.
She plunges into the household
like a bat out of hell and immediately gets to work taking care of
Marlo’s baby, Mia.
A natural bond forms, and the
rapport between Marlo and Tully
becomes infectious. As the pair
burns the midnight oil reminiscing
over boys, their sex lives and the

hardships of childcare, their dialogue gives voice to a conversation
that has flown under Hollywood’s
radar for quite some time: the
plight of motherhood.
Sure, there have been plenty of
groundbreaking films with strong
mothers — one needs to look no
further than Laurie Metcalf’s performance in Lady Bird as an example — but such films tend to not
be as focused on the parents as they
are on their divergent children. The
mothers may win best supporting
actress at the Oscars, or at least
settle for the nomination, but they
rarely play the lead.
With most of Tully’s screen time
focusing on its two leads, the rest
of the cast often feels character-

ized by their dynamic with Marlo
alone.
There is not much to be said for
the child actors, as they are quite
adept at giving Marlo and the audience migraines, but there is often no better form of birth control
than watching what having bratty,
misunderstood kids is actually
like. The well-meaning, but hapless husband and breadwinner
Drew, played by Ron Livingston,
feels more like a mannequin than
a father figure — fathers hiding in
plain sight being the new trend for
films these days — and he stays that
way for good.
Even if Tully establishes early
on that Drew’s distance is due to
his demanding job, it is frustrating

that Marlo is the one who needs
to go through an entire journey of
self-discovery just to win back an
ungrateful family.
Despite attempts to articulate
the jarring shift and resulting perils of turning 30, describing it to be
akin to “a garbage truck” rounding
the corner “at 5 a.m.,” Marlo never
has anything to teach Tully. Worse
still, these moments lack honesty;
they drone on in heavy-handed
melancholy until another joke
lightens the mood and the conversation segues back to more of Marlo’s insecurities.
While Tully never quite loses its
charm, the final act of the film feels
wholly misaligned with its character. After a slew of unnecessary de-
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The child actors in Tully do a good job expressing the stress-inducing nature of having bratty, misunderstood children.

cisions lands Marlo in the hospital,
a doctor making their rounds diagnoses her with depression and all
but pats her on the shoulder.
With 15 minutes left to Tully’s
runtime, there is not much room
left for catharsis; indeed, there is
none to be found. What the viewer
gets instead is the mental image of
a happy family, sans sitter, bonding
while an acoustic guitar is tuned in
the background.
After Tully has made off like
Mary Poppins and all but vanishes
into thin air, the film needlessly
begs the question of whether she
even existed in the first place. Maybe this is an unabridged sequel to
Lynne Ramsay’s thriller, You Were
Never Really Here; or, more likely,
this is just an ending too full of itself to notice the gaping plot holes
of its wake.
By all accounts, the film fails to
re-establish any more of the charm
or charisma that won its audience
over, which is certainly tragic because of how easy it was to empathize and even identify with the two
leading women from the start.
Amid the rave reviews and vindicated mothers everywhere, Tully has
also received some criticism for its
depiction of postpartum depression,
which is not without precedent.
Although Tully’s “show, don’t
tell” cinematic style does well to
put the viewer in Marlo’s shoes,
all previous attempts to recognize
and define her emotional state are
swept under the rug or regurgitated
into witty, albeit empty, jokes.
But despite the missteps in the
final act, which undercut the significance of Tully’s potential message,
the film hits enough of the right
notes at its start to leave viewers
with a doting impression of Marlo
and her personal journey. Thanks
to its comedy, Tully is, at the very
least, a parable of motherhood, and
its woes are made palpable.
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Science & Technology
Isolation is an epidemic that affects mental and physical health
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The number of teens describing themselves as lonely has only
increased since the rise in usage
of social media platforms such as
Snapchat and Facebook, despite
the supposed social connectedness they promote. Employees
and CEOs also feel detached from
their peers.
This isn’t a problem that exists in a vacuum, of course. Many
people have tried to explain it by
blaming social media thinking. Scientists believe that people go on social media and engorge themselves
on likes and heart emojis to escape
the feeling of social ineptitude and
ignore that their lives are spiraling
down into chaos.
Loneliness is becoming an increasingly dangerous issue due
to the number of people it has affected, and it is often generated in
different forms. For example, loneliness may manifest in elderly people who do not have family.
Loneliness carries along with it
a profound impact on the health
of an individual. Social isolation is
linked to a greater risk of cardiovascular health issues, dementia,
depression, anxiety, Alzheimer’s
disease and personality disorders.
There is also the concept of comfort
that comes into play here.
“We eat foods that make us feel
good, and when we’re lonely, we
have foods that distract us from
feeling lonely," said relationship
expert April Masini in an interview
with Medical Daily.
Loneliness may hinder one’s
willingness to go beyond the com-

forts of their home. The resulting
lack of physical activity and fresh
air combined with poor nutrition
from “comfort” food leads to a slew
of other issues, including increased
risk of hypertension, suppressed
immunity and weight gain.
Former U.S. Surgeon General
Dr. Vivek Murthy explained this
matter in full on Harvard Business Review’s website. According
to Murthy, “Loneliness and weak
social connections are associated
with a reduction in lifespan similar
to that caused by smoking 15 cigarettes a day and even greater than
that associated with obesity.”
He also pointed out that the
problem of loneliness is not just
one that affects people’s health; it
affects their wealth, too. He referenced a study conducted by the
Wharton School of the University
of Pennsylvania, which states that
loneliness negatively impacts performance tasks.
Murthy also pointed out that
loneliness limits creativity and impairs reasoning and decision-making. This is due to the fact that the
cortisol — often referred to as the
“stress hormone” — produced by
loneliness can hijack the prefrontal
cortex, the part of the brain responsible for such activities. Thus, Murthy claims that loneliness “isn’t just
bad for our health; it’s also bad for
business.”
Murthy pointed to research
done by teams at Gallup, a U.S.
research-based, worldwide performance-management
consulting
company. The teams found that
strong social connections can result in higher job engagement as
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Isolation rates have doubled since 1980. Strong social ties seem to fend oﬀ everything from Alzheimer's to suppressed immunity.
well as higher-quality work, which
raises self-esteem and self-efficacy
levels. The opposite is true when
people feel detached from their
peers and co-workers.
Knowing this information about
social connections and job engagement forces one to consider must
be done and whose responsibility it
is to come up with a solution.
The government and health care
system definitely have a stake in the
matter, since it concerns the gen-

eral public so thoroughly. These institutions do have important roles
to play in understanding the situation and how to deal with it. Ultimately, it must be the responsibility of the institutions where people
spend most of their time: family,
school, work and other social organizations.
Companies, meanwhile, have
the power to drive change by
strengthening connections among
their own employees as well as by

inspiring other organizations to follow their lead.
It is important to be aware that
loneliness affects people in different ways, and what works for one
person to combat the effects of it
might not do the same thing for another person.
One may consider engaging in
non-sedentary activities, talking to
a therapist, going outside, volunteering, joining clubs or adopting
pets.

Sleep theory seeks to explain cause of sudden infant death syndrome
BY DIANA SHISHKINA
COPY EDITOR
A new research article published by the Science Advances
peer-reviewed journal revealed
that a person wakes up on average
every five minutes. These disruptions in sleep are brief and last only
seconds, so one usually does not
remember waking up. The reason
for this occurrence stems from a
being’s biological inclination to
protect and alert themselves of
danger.
In the study, researchers revealed that small stints of electric
activity in specific neurons, called
wake-promoting neurons, cause a
person to jerk awake for a few moments before they fall back asleep.
While there is always some
neuronal activity happening even
when one is in deep slumber, researchers hypothesized that the
specific firing of wake-promoting
neurons is what causes the random
sleep arousals. This occurs so beings can hear approaching predators even if they are asleep, because
deep slumber hinders detection of
foreign movement.
Additionally, researchers proposed that since electronic activity
changes according to temperature,
the random sleep arousals decrease
when temperatures surrounding a
sleeping being are higher.
To test all of these hypotheses,
the researchers used zebrafish larvae. Zebrafish have comparable
sleep cycles to humans but, unlike
humans, they are ectotherms. This
means they cannot regulate their
own thermal systems, making it
simpler to test whether the outside
temperatures affect the regularity
of their sleep patterns.
The fish were tested in four different water temperatures — 25
degrees, 28 degrees, 31 degrees
and 34 degrees Celsius. Thirty-one
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The study used zebraﬁsh to link neuronal noise to frequent sleep disturbances and explain one of humanity's most mysterious disorders: sudden infant death syndrome.
degrees Celsius is considered the
normal water temperature for zebrafish to inhabit.
For each temperature, 48 fish
larvae were placed in individual
containers filled with 1 milliliter of
water for every larva. For 48 hours
the larvae were placed on a schedule of 14 hours of light and 10 hours
of darkness. The brain activity of
the larvae was measured in oneminute intervals by an advanced
tracking system that actively categorized the zebrafish as either being awake or asleep.
The study’s results showed that
zebrafish woke up more frequently
and stayed awake for longer periods of time when placed in colder
water temperatures. However, the
activity of the wake-promoting

neurons in relation to the fish waking could not be determined, as
there is no efficient way to measure the brain activity in animals
that are asleep. Additionally, ectotherms are not easily comparable
to humans, who are able to regulate
their body temperatures in order to
maintain a homeostatic or regulated core temperature.
Despite the differences between
humans and fish, the results of the
study allowed scientists to hypothesize a greater question: Could the
spontaneous arousal from wakepromoting neurons be the solution
to sudden infant death syndrome?
Sudden infant death syndrome is
notorious for causing infants under
a year of age to die without explanation, possibly due to breath-

ing problems or suffocation. This
could be due to babies having low
neuronal activity, and thus being
less likely to wake themselves up
in the middle of night even if they
cannot breathe.
“We came up again with a theory
that the babies with SIDS have low
neuronal noise and therefore they
have lower arousals,” said physicist
Hila Dvir, one of the researchers of
the study from Bar-Ilan University
in Ramat Gan, Israel. “Because they
have low arousals, they are less protected from any hypoxic event — a
shortage of oxygen.”
However, a correlation between
core body temperature, sleep
arousal and SIDS is not confirmed,
and scientists cannot confirm what
causes or prevents babies from dy-

ing of SIDS.
Neither zebrafish nor human
babies can control their own temperatures well.
“Because very young infants are
more ectothermic than endothermic, their arousability could scale
similarly to fish for different ambient temperatures,” explained Dr.
Ronny Bartsch, another researcher
who was part of the study and senior lecturer in the department of
physics at Bar-Ilan.
Therefore, the results of the experiment could be used and expanded upon to compare sleep
activity in babies and zebrafish,
which could possibly lead to a real
theory about why some babies die
from SIDS and how babies can
sleep better overall.
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Sports
‘The Dark Knight Rises’ and falls:
The inevitable tragedy of Matt Harvey and the New York Mets

WWW.TWITTER.COM

BY ANDREW MARZULLO
SPORTS EDITOR

ANDREW MARZULLO | THE TICKER

The expression “what might
have been” in sports terminology
has become something of a cliché.
However, the assessment of hypothetical possibilities of a certain
player’s career or a game’s outcome is natural in sports analysis.
In fact, it is one of the reasons why
sports captivate the minds of millions of people.
Analyzing how great a player
could have been should certain
events have unfolded differently is
one of the most tragic outcomes of
sports fandom, as the gravity of the
situations that did occur in reality
greatly outweigh the hypothetical
situations.
Comparable to classic Greek
tragedy, sports analysis often involves an idolized being with some
incredible traits or skills rising to
the top, only to lose it all.
The story of Matt Harvey and the
New York Mets is one such tragedy.
If the story of Harvey and the
Mets were a Greek tragedy, it
would be the story of Icarus and
Daedalus. Like Daedalus, Harvey
crafted the wings that allowed the
Mets to fly to new heights, paving
the way for a new, albeit short, era

of success. He made it fun to be a
Mets fan again. However, the wings
melted and Harvey and the Mets
fell back to reality after coming too
close to the sun.
It just wasn’t meant to be.
Inevitably, just like Icarus, Harvey came crashing down on May
4, when he was designated for assignment by the Mets after refusing
a minor league option, effectively
ending his roller coaster, a six-year
stint with the club.
Harvey’s rise to superstardom
and abrupt fall will be a topic discussed by fans and pundits for
years to come.
It will not be the “what could
have been” story that Mets fans
have grown accustomed to,
but rather a “what should have
been” story.
The most captivating, yet controversial pitcher to pitch in the
Mets starting rotation since Dwight
“Doc” Gooden will forever have an
asterisk attached to his name.
Just like Gooden, Harvey was
an enigma during his time in the
Big Apple. The confidence that
defined him on the mound became arrogance that led to his
eventual downfall in the twilight of
his tenure.
His personality outgrew his per-

formance, his celebrity outgrew
his abilities, and injuries severely
hindered him from pitching at a
high level, following his incredible
2015 season.
Harvey became more like Bruce
Wayne than the Dark Knight. It was
an endearing title he earned after
gracing the cover of the May 20,
2013 edition of Sports Illustrated.
When Harvey was at his peak, fans
donned in Batman masks would
flock to Citi Field in droves to witness the greatness of their ace.
However, just three seasons
later, those very fans were the
ones who would boo him off the
mound after shockingly disappointing outings.
Had injuries not taken a toll
on his body, Harvey might still
be considered the ace in the Mets’
rotation.
Instead, he was relegated to
the bullpen, and eventually, designated for assignment by the team,
leading the Mets to, once again, fall
victim to another sports tragedy.
The ups and downs of Harvey’s
time in Flushing will be discussed
for years, and fans will always be
left with many memories of his
time with the team.
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The conference ﬁnals will feature a rematch of the 2017 Eastern Conference between the Celtics and Cavs, while the Rockets and Warriors will face oﬀ in a battle of two Western Conference powerhouses.

Warriors-Rockets, Cavs-Celts to face off in conference finals
BY SALVATORE GAGLIARDI
COPY EDITOR

The third week of the NBA playoffs reached its climax May 5 with
two thrilling games, capped off by
yet another LeBron James buzzerbeating, game-winning shot. Alas,
this week’s action, for all intents
and purposes, solidified the four
teams that will compete for a shot
at capturing the Larry O'Brien
Championship Trophy: the Cleveland Cavaliers, Boston Celtics,
Golden State Warriors and Houston Rockets.
Before each conference final
game can be analyzed, a quick
recap of the week’s action must
be given.
After an unlikely poor shooting performance by LeBron during
Game 1, the Toronto Raptors let
that opportunity slip through their
fingers once again, losing 113-112.
Game 2, which was held on May
2 in Toronto, needed to become a
must-win for the Raptors.
The Raptors began the game by
extending their lead to as much as
9 points during the first quarter.
However, the Cavaliers closed the
second quarter strong, only down 2
points at halftime.
In the third quarter, LeBron
could smell blood, and the Cavs
came out strong and punched the
Raptors in the mouth with a rapidfire 8-0 run. Afterward, the Raptors
caved. Kevin Love dominated the
third quarter, punishing smaller defenders for 8 points, which turned
into 31 by the end of the game.
LeBron would chip in another
easy 43 points, as the Cavs smoked
the Raptors 128-110, stealing both
games in what TV analyst and Toronto native Mark Jones would coin
mid-game, “LeBronto.”
At this juncture of the series, if
the Raptors were not already mentally eliminated, Game 3 would
certainly accomplish that task.
The Cavs thoroughly outplayed
the Raptors for the first three quar-

ters of Game 3 before Toronto
benched its All-Star and best player DeMar DeRozan in the fourth
quarter.
The Raptors made it a close
game, but ultimately the unstoppable force of LeBron proved to be
too much. With eight seconds left,
he drove the length of the court
only to kiss the ball of the glass as
time expired for his second gamewinning shot this postseason in a
demoralizing 105-103 defeat.
The Cavs would go on to put
the Raptors out of their misery in
a Game 4 blowout 128-93, sweeping the Raptors for the second
consecutive playoffs. Their opponent in the Eastern Conference will
now come from the victor of the
Boston Celtics and Philadelphia
76ers series.
After a perplexing single-point
performance on only four shot
attempts by Sixers rookie-of-theyear-candidate Ben Simmons in a
Game 2 loss, they faced a must-win
Game 3 on May 5 or risk falling behind 0-3 to the Celtics.
The matchup was highly contested, as both teams struggled to
separate from each other. The Sixers needed a last-second game-tying 2-point shot by Marco Belinelli
just to send the game to overtime
after a careless turnover led to a
breakaway Celtics layup. Once they
were in overtime, the Sixers’ youth
finally caught up with them.
Philadelphia would capture the
lead late in the extra period, but
Celtics coach Brad Stevens drew
up a fantastic out-of-bounds play
that, after a switch, left undersized
Robert Covington guarding Celtic
big-man Al Horford.
Horford received a lob over
Covington and was able to finish
through contact for the 1-point
lead. The Sixers then had a chance
to win it, but again wasted their
opportunity with another costly turnover, this time by center
Joel Embiid.
The Celtics would go on to win

101-98. The Sixers did go on to win
Game 4, 103-93, forcing a Game 5.
However, no team has ever crawled
back from a three-game deficit and
the Sixers would not be the first
team to do so, as they lost Game 5
114-112.
The Eastern Conference Finals
will come down to two factors: defense and experience. The Celtics
were one of the best regular-season defensive teams in the NBA,
while the Cavs ranked second to
last. However, during the playoffs,
the Cavs have improved slightly to
become 10th out of the 16 teams,
and have succeeded, so far, in their
now-notorious strategy of eliminating, defensively, the best player
on the opposing team.
Victor Oladipo and DeRozan
were the Cavs’ intended targets
during the first two rounds, and
they both struggled mightily during their respective series. If the
Stevens system-driven offense is
not competent enough to match
baskets with the Cavs, this will be
a quick series for the Celtics. In the
end, for as good as their defense
has been all year and in the playoffs, the Celtics will not be able to
stop LeBron when the Cavs need a
bucket, especially in crunchtime.
Furthermore, the Cavaliers
come into this series with the decisive playoff and championship
experience edge.
For example, when the Cavaliers had the chance to eliminate
the Raptors, they did so convincingly, not giving them any semblance of hope. The young and
relatively inexperienced Celtics
— compared to the Cavs — played
Game 4 against the Sixers like they
did not care, simple as that.
That type of mentality, in a future conference finals against a
LeBron-led Cavs team, will be the
Celtics' undoing. Close to yet another finals appearance, the Cavaliers, and especially LeBron, will
beat the Celtics in five games.
Out West, the Warriors and

Rockets had a much tougher
go of it, but nonetheless both
have advanced to the Western
Conference Finals.
The Warriors, as predicted in a
previous recap, laid an egg in Game
3, losing 119-100, only to bounce
back and trounce the New Orleans
Pelicans 118-92 in Game 4. The
Warriors seemingly took Game 3
off, as the Pelicans were in control
from beginning to end. Anthony
Davis had himself a game, scoring
33 points with 18 rebounds, while
point guard Rajon Rondo chipped
in an astounding 21 assists. Unfortunately for the Pelicans, the Warriors played Game 4 like they didn't
want to return to New Orleans for a
Game 6.
Kevin Durant shot jumper after jumper in the face of an array
of different Pelicans defenders, en
route to a game-high 38 points. The
Warriors defense was stifling, not
allowing the Pelicans, especially
Rondo, any easy baskets with aggressive, ball-hawking defense. The
Warriors wrapped up the series
on May 8 with another impressive
win, 113-104. They now face the
other Western Conference team,
the Rockets, who also finished off
the Utah Jazz on the same night,
112-102.
After an impressive 116-108
Game 2 victory in Houston by the
Jazz, the Rockets have played determined basketball in Utah for games
3 and 4, winning both 113-92 and
100-87 respectively. The difference
this time was the Rockets' defense,
led by Clint Capela.
A menacing offensive pick-androll player, Capela elevated his
defensive prowess in Utah, combining for 10 blocks, four steals
and 23 rebounds, to go along with
a plus-23 point differential in 67
minutes played.
The other Rockets followed his
lead, stifling a young Jazz offensive
unit that sorely missed its floor general Ricky Rubio, who was out with
a hamstring injury. The Rockets

now advance to play the Warriors
in the conference finals matchup
NBA fans have been waiting all season to see: the Rockets versus the
Warriors.
After successfully revamping
their roster to match Golden State’s
lethal “three-and-D” roster, the
Rockets, with home-court advantage, will finally have their shot to
dethrone the Warriors.
In three regular-season bouts,
the Rockets won two, but one win
occurred without Durant or James
Harden partaking due to injuries.
The player matchup most important in determining this playoff
series will be Stephen Curry versus
Chris Paul. If Curry is outplayed by
Paul, the Rockets will have a great
chance to beat the Warriors.
Paul does not need to outscore Curry, but if his assist numbers hover around 10 per game,
it should mean that Paul is creating open shots, and most likely, in
coach Mike D'Antoni's offense, that
means open 3-point shots.
Look for the Warriors to steal
one game on the road, and the
Rockets to return the favor by stealing a game back in the Bay. Each
team should hold serve on their
home court in Games 5 and 6 that
will be until the Warriors championship experience, coupled with
the too-clutch shot-making of both
Curry and Durant will prevail.
The Warriors will advance to
their fourth straight finals appearance after a chippy, back-and-forth
and high-scoring, seven-game
affair.
So after a much anticipated
playoffs that many believed would
end the reign of the Cavs-Warriors
finals, think again.
LeBron, at age 33, is still the
best player in the league and
more than capable of carrying his
team through the much-improved,
though inexperienced Eastern Conference. The Warriors concluded
their week by proving they are still
the best at their own game.
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The Bearcat Beat: Men's tennis
wins the CUNYAC title again while
baseball and softball teams fall short
BY MATTEO FLAMIO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The Baruch College men’s tennis team finished its regular season
with a record of 9-4 and a 6-0 record within the City University of
New York Athletic Conference.
Baruch dominated during
its regular season and its success continued in the CUNYAC
Tournament.
After earning a first round
bye because of their seeding, the
team swept the Brooklyn College
Bulldogs in a 6-0 win on April 29.
The win placed them in the finals
against the Hunter College Hawks.
The rivals faced off on May 3
in the 2018 CUNYAC/Hospital
for Special Surgery Men’s Tennis
Championship at the USTA Billie
Jean King National Tennis Center
in Flushing, Queens. This was the
fifth consecutive time that the Lexington Avenue colleges have faced
each other in the final.
Baruch won two of the three
doubles matches, giving them an
early 2-1 lead before singles.
Graduate student Jaime Zurro
and senior Marco Gobbato gave
Baruch their first doubles victory with an 8-5 win over Hunter’s
Florimond Le Goupil-Maier and
Nasser Ghaffar. Their second doubles victory came by the way of
an 8-4 victory by junior Leonard
Margolis and freshman Clement
Lacoudre.
In their singles matches, Baruch dominated, winning three
of their six competitions, with
two of them unfinished. Zurro
won in straight sets, 6-3 and 6-1,
along with junior Lewis Pena, 6-2
and 7-6. At that time, Baruch was

one win away from winning the
tournament.
The tournament’s MVP, Gobbato, gave Baruch this victory
with a 6-2, 7-5 straight-set win.
With this, Baruch won its second
straight CUNYAC Championship
and earned a bid to the NCAA Division III Tournament. Baruch will
be playing Nichols College on May
11 at Williams College in Williamstown, Massachusetts.
After finishing its season with
a record of 10-16, the Baruch College women’s softball team was
given the fourth seed in the CUNYAC Tournament.
The first game was against the
No. 1 seeded College of Staten Island — a game the Bearcats lost
with a score of 8-0.
Because of the loss, and the
tournament being double elimination, the Bearcats played against
Lehman College later that day.
This game did not go much better
for the team as it lost 8-1, eliminating them from the tournament.
These losses ended the season for the Bearcats, but the team
hopes for more success at next
year’s championship.
Senior outfielder Nicole Bellini
and junior pitcher Cassandra Lagana were named All-Stars and junior Kaitlyn Vichas was named to
the All-Sportsmanship Team. The
team’s season ended with its record
standing at 11-19-1, which gave
them the fifth seed for the CUNYAC
Tournament.
Since it was the fifth seed, they
would have to play a one-game
elimination game against the
fourth seeded City College of New
York in order to make it into the
double elimination tournament.

Baruch dominated quickly
in this game, going up 6-0 before CCNY could even swing the
bat. Baruch won 19-7, putting up
18 hits. Junior Michael McGroarty went 4-5 with two RBIs and
extended his hitting streak to 14
games. Senior Edwin St. Hilaire
went 2-4 with five RBIs in the
big win.
This victory placed them in a
game against the top seeded College of Staten Island later that
night. The Baruch team was not
able to string the hits needed to get
the win. CSI came out on top with
an 11-2 score, putting Baruch in a
game against Finlandia University.
St. Hilaire was the bright spot in
the game, as he went 3-4 with three
doubles and an RBI in the game.
In their game against the Finlandia Lions, the Bearcat bats were
quiet once again. After a scoreless
game for the first three innings, the
Lions put up two runs in the fourth
inning and four in the fifth.
Baruch did not score until the
eighth inning, when Saint-Hilaire
roped a three-run double in his
final career at-bat for Baruch. Baruch lost the game 8-3, eliminating it from the playoffs and ending
its season.
Although the season ended
earlier than hoped, Baruch still
finished with award winners and
all-stars. Freshman Liam O’Gara
won rookie of the year, while batting .318 and winning rookie of the
week four times this year.
Juniors McGroarty, JP Ramirez
and sophomore Paul Sirakowski
were named CUNYAC All-Stars
and freshman Jacob Auerbach was
named to the All-Sportsmanship
Team.
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Real Madrid and Liverpool set to meet Champions League end
in Kiev for Champions League final game marks end of Wenger's
time as coach of Arsenal
BY WEN XI CHEN

SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Every year, the UEFA Champions League takes place toward
the end of the season. This year’s
Champions League will take place
in Kiev, Ukraine, on May 26, just
less than a month away from the
World Cup.
It will be a meeting between
Real Madrid C.F., a team that looks
to win the third title in a row with
Zinedine Zidane at the helm, and
Liverpool F.C., a team that barely
anyone believed would reach this
height at the end of the campaign.
Zidane, having won one Champions League as a player, led Real
Madrid to the European crown
every season he’s been in charge.
Jürgen Klopp, the current manager
of Liverpool, is his counterpart in
North West England.
Klopp has lost two finals of European competition, one against
FC Bayern Munich in 2013 when
he was managing Borussia Dortmund, and the other facing Sevilla
FC in the second-tier UEFA Europa
League in 2016 during his first season in Merseyside.
Real Madrid, defined by its trophy cabinet, is expected to win every season.
On the course to Kiev, the team
thoroughly dominated the starstudded, but disorganized Paris
Saint-Germain F.C.
The coming rounds were more
difficult. Many thought Real Madrid would be much more balanced against Juventus F.C. It was
at the end — separated by one goal
in aggregate — but not after the
first leg, in which Cristiano Ronaldo scored a side-footed poacher
and a stunning overhead kick.
Juve’s performance was defined

by uncharacteristic mistakes, like
the mix-up between the experienced duo, Gianluigi Buffon and
Giorgio Chiellini.
The second leg was a surprise
for Los Blancos as Juve got two on
the scoreboard before the interval
and one more early in the second
half, but it was a game remembered the most for the late penalty
in the 97th minute on the clock,
the red card shown by Michael Oliver to Buffon and the latter’s crude
comments made to the official in
the mixed zone. All in all, though,
one can argue that the best team
advanced.
The semifinal was different. FC
Bayern Munich was much more
coherent than its counterparts,
an observation even conceded
by Real Madrid midfielder Toni
Kroos, but Real efficiently executed the chances they got.
In the end, after winning away
at Munich, Real Madrid held on
to a 2-2 draw at Santiago Bernabéu Stadium and qualified for its
third Champions League final in as
many years.
Liverpool had not been to the
last four of any European competitions for eight seasons and the European Cup since 2007-08, when
they lost to Chelsea F.C.
In the gegenpressing revolution led by Klopp, the Reds have
been playing entertaining soccer,
but the defense is still vulnerable,
especially in the later periods of
games, conceding four goals after
the 80th minute in the two games
against A.S. Roma.
Opponents of Liverpool often
suffer waves of sustained attacks
by Liverpool in a short period.
The Reds’ blitz is effective and
has devastated high-profile teams
like Manchester City F.C. — the

Premier League champion who
went largely unchallenged in the
homefront — and Roma. In the
quarterfinals, Liverpool stormed
City with three goals in less than
20 minutes in the first half, which
made the comeback much harder.
In the last four, Klopp’s men put
two in the last 10 minutes before
the halftime whistle and then three
in 20 after the interval.
Of course, the most dangerous
trio in Europe might just be Mohamed Salah, Sadio Mané and Roberto Firmino.
They are quick and clinical:
Firmino is diligent and tactically
aware, often running into spaces
to distract defenders and creating chances for his partners; Salah
is creative, threading passes and
scoring from angles that are incredibly difficult; Mané is relentless and muscular, bullying opposition out of position.
But they are facing a formidable
team. Barring Kyle Walker of City,
the group still hasn’t faced a defensive unit as strong and organized
as Zidane’s backline.
Both fullbacks, Marcelo Vieira
and Dani Carvajal, are sound defenders and more threatening in
attack when they bomb forward
and stretch the width of the team.
Sergio Ramos, though clumsy at
times, can recover his mistakes by
scoring a header or two likely late
in the game, something Liverpool
is susceptible to due to lack of
stamina.
Kiev is not Anfield Stadium,
where the crowd usually assists
Liverpool and intimidates the
visitors.
Real Madrid seems to play better away from home, winning all
three games in the knockout stage
so far.

BY DONALD SOUDEN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
This week marked the end of
the Champions League and the
UEFA Europa League semifinals.
FC Bayern Munich traveled to the
Santiago Bernabéu Stadium to
take on Real Madrid C.F. for the
second leg of its fixture.
Joshua Kimmich scored an early goal for Bayern, giving the team
hope, but two goals from Karim
Benzema had Real Madrid leading 2-1.
A James Rodríguez goal in the
63rd minute against his former
club tied the game at 2-2. Real Madrid won on aggregate, 4-3.
A.S. Roma then took on Liverpool F.C. at home. There were goals
early on as Sadio Mané scored for
Liverpool within the first 10 minutes, but an own goal from James
Milner immediately afterwards
caused the game to stay tied at 1.
Georginio Wijnaldum scored
the final goal for Liverpool, and
Roma scored three goals trying
to mount a comeback it couldn’t
quite accomplish.
Liverpool will take on Real Madrid in the Champions League final on May 26 in Kiev, the capital
of Ukraine.
In the Europa League, FC Red
Bull Salzburg took on Olympique
de Marseille in their second leg
fixture.
A goal from Amadou Haidara,
as well as a goal from Bouna Sarr
would mean that the game would
go into extra time tied 2-2. In spectacular fashion, Rolando scored a
116th-minute goal for Marseille to
win the game and progress to the
Europa League final.

Arsenal F.C. traveled to Madrid
to take on Atlético Madrid in its
second leg fixture.
Abysmal performances from
the star players from the North
London side, combined with a
goal from Diego Costa, meant that
Atlético would win the game 1-0
and progress to the Europa League
final.
In the Barclays Premier League,
the relegation battle is as tight as
ever. Brighton & Hove Albion F.C.
defeated Manchester United F.C.
1-0, securing their place in the top
flight of English football come next
season.
West Bromwich Albion F.C.
shocked Tottenham Hotspur F.C.
as it won 1-0 at home, keeping
hopes alive.
A.F.C. Bournemouth got a huge
1-0 victory over Swansea City
A.F.C., defending their spot in the
Premier League come next season.
The result puts a great deal of
pressure on Swansea heading into
its final two games of the season.
Southampton F.C. drew 1-1
with Everton F.C., which gives
the Saint’s some semblance of
hopesto continue fighting against
relegation.
Chelsea F.C. defeated Liverpool 1-0 thanks to a header by
Olivier Giroud, which kept the
battle for the top four alive. Chelsea is only 3 points behind Tottenham in the race for the final
Champions League spot. It was
a great send-off for Arsenal manager Arsène Wenger at the Emirates Stadium, as Arsenal defeated
Burnley F.C. 5-0.
After 22 years of managing the
Gunners, Wenger will never step
foot on the pitch as manager again.
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The Capitals ﬁnally made it over the second-round hump, defeating the defending champion Penguins in overtime of Game 6. This is the team's ﬁrst Eastern Conference Finals appearance in the Alexander Ovechkin era.

The curse is over: Caps reach ECF for first time in 20 seasons
BY FELIX MALAMUD
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The Stanley Cup Playoffs continued to amaze as dramatic mom
ents and close finishes dominated
Week 4.
April 30 saw the Tampa Bay
Lightning and Vegas Golden
Knights look to get back on track
after gut-wrenching losses.
After an embarrassing 6-2 loss
in Game 1 against the Boston Bruins, the Lightning looked to bounce
back and even the series. Both
teams kept the game tightly contested through two periods. Tampa
held a 2-1 lead after 40 minutes,
with Yanni Gourde and Tyler Johnson scoring for the Lightning and
Charlie McAvoy scoring for the Bruins. But Tampa extended their lead
late in the third with a goal from
Ondrej Palát. Shortly after, Boston’s
Torey Krug cut the lead back down
to a goal. But the Lightning finished
it off with an empty-netter from
Brayden Point, his fourth point of
the game. The Lightning won 4-2 to
tie the series at a game apiece.
Out West, the Golden Knights
looked to bounce back from a
double overtime loss to the San
Jose Sharks in Game 2. When the
scene shifted to San Jose for Game
3, the Sharks looked to take advantage. They jumped out a 1-0
lead in the second period with a
goal from Timo Meier. But Vegas
responded with three goals in that
frame from Colin Miller, Jonathan
Marchessault and Reilly Smith. The
Sharks, however, made a furious
comeback in the third, with goals
from Evander Kane and Tomás
Hertl, the latter coming with less
than two minutes remaining. The
game required overtime, where Vegas got revenge. William Karlsson
scored the winning goal to give the
Golden Knights a 4-3 win and a 2-1
series lead.
May 1 saw the two most anticipated matchups resume action.
The Washington Capitals and
Pittsburgh Penguins faced off in
Game 3, with the series now in Pittsburgh. After a scoreless first period,
mayhem ensued in the second. Just

48 seconds in, John Carlson gave
the Caps a 1-0 lead. The Pens responded six minutes later with two
goals of their own from Jake Guentzel and Patric Hörnqvist. Washington’s Chandler Stephenson tied the
game at 2 shortly after. But with less
than four minutes remaining in the
game, Sidney Crosby gave the Pens
a 3-2 lead. It set up a crucial third
period, where the Capitals began
to take over. Five minutes in, Matt
Niskanen tied the game at 3. The
score would remain that way, until
the final minute. Alexander Ovechkin scored the biggest goal of his
playoff career with 1:07 remaining
to give Washington a 4-3 lead. That
would hold up until the final buzzer, and the Caps escaped with a win
and a 2-1 series lead.
The Nashville Predators and the
Winnipeg Jets squared off in Game
3, with the series now in Winnipeg.
The first two periods were a tale
of two teams. Nashville led 3-0 after the first, with goals from Mike
Fisher, P.K. Subban and Austin
Watson. Winnipeg responded with
a four-goal outburst in the second period, with goals from Paul
Stastny, Dustin Byfuglien twice
and Jacob Trouba. The Preds’ Filip
Forsberg tied the game at 4 early in
the third period. The Jets, however,
quickly put the game away. They
scored three unanswered goals after that, courtesy of Blake Wheeler
twice and Brandon Tanev. The Jets
took Game 3 7-4 and took a 2-1
series lead.
May 2 saw the Lightning and
Sharks take control.
With the series shifted in Boston, the Bruins looked to take advantage of the rowdy home crowd.
The Lightning had other ideas. The
team jumped out to a 3-1 lead after the first period, with two goals
from Palát and a tally from Anthony
Cirelli. Patrice Bergeron scored
for Boston. That score would hold
up for almost the entire game,
as Tampa’s Steven Stamkos added an insurance goal late in the
third. Strong defense and 28 saves
from Andrei Vasilevskiy led the
Lightning to a 4-1 win and a 2-1
series lead.

The Sharks looked to get even
with the Golden Knights once
again and played perhaps their best
hockey in Game 4. They did not let
Vegas get going at all, shutting them
down with a combination of strong
defense and outstanding goaltending from Martin Jones. San Jose
got goals from Marcus Sörensen
and Joonas Donskoi in the first,
Hertl in the second and Joe Pavelski in the third. Jones stopped all 34
shots, and the Sharks evened the
series at two games apiece with a
4-0 victory.
May 3 saw the Penguins and
Predators seeking revenge after
tough Game 3 defeats.
The Penguins and Capitals
continued to play physical, tightly
contested hockey in Game 4. With
the game scoreless after the first
period, the two teams made stronger pushes in the second. Midway
through, Guentzel broke the ice for
Pittsburgh. T.J. Oshie responded
with a goal of his own for Washington a few minutes later. But the
Penguins regained the lead minutes later, thanks to Evgeni Malkin. The 2-1 lead would stick until
the final minutes, where Guentzel
scored his playoff-leading 10th goal
to secure a 3-1 win for Pittsburgh.
The Penguins tied the series at two
with the scene shifting back to the
nation’s capital.
The Jets looked to put a stranglehold on the Predators in Game
4, but Nashville stood tall behind
excellent play from goaltender Pekka Rinne. He made save after save
to keep Winnipeg off the board and
got the offensive help he needed.
Ryan Hartman scored late in the
first period, while P.K. Subban
scored late in the second. Nashville
took a 2-0 lead into the third period
and almost came away with a shutout. The Jets’ Patrik Laine scored
with 51 seconds left, but that would
be all. Behind 32 saves from Rinne,
the Predators evened the series at
two games apiece with a 2-1 victory. The series will move back to
Nashville for Game 5.
May 4 saw the Lightning and
Golden Knights move to within one
win of the Conference Finals.

In Boston, the Lightning looked
to take full control of their series
against the Bruins. They jumped
out to a 2-0 lead in the first period,
with goals from Point and Nikita
Kucherov. But the Bruins gradually
came back in the game and scored
a goal in each period, with David
Pastrnák in the first, and Bergeron
in the second and third periods.
Boston’s 3-2 lead would not last,
as Stamkos tied the game at 3. The
game would go to overtime, where
an unlikely hero emerged. A little
over three minutes into the extra frame, Dan Girardi scored the
game-winner to give the Lightning
a 4-3 victory and a commanding
3-1 series lead going back to Tampa
for Game 5.
The Golden Knights and Sharks
were back in Las Vegas for a crucial Game 5. Vegas seemed to be
the hungrier team for most of the
game, taking a 4-0 lead in the third
period. James Neal scored late in
the first, Alex Tuch scored twice
and Erik Haula added a tally. But
San Jose stayed resilient, scoring
three consecutive goals in the third,
courtesy of Kevin Labanc, Hertl
and Mikkel Boedker. Vegas still
led 4-3, but added a late insurance
goal, thanks to Marchessault. The
Golden Knights escaped with a 5-3
victory and took a 3-2 series lead.
May 5 saw the Capitals and
Jets take control with offensive
outbursts.
Back in Washington for Game 5,
the Capitals and Penguins played
back-and-forth through the first
two periods. Jamie Oleksiak gave
Pittsburgh a 1-0 lead in the first,
but Washington responded with
two goals from Carlson and Brett
Connolly. Crosby and Hornqvist
scored for the Pens in the second
to give them a 3-2 lead heading into
the third.
In that third period, the Capitals took over, scoring four unanswered goals, courtesy of Evgeny
Kuznetsov, Jakub Vrána, Oshie and
Lars Eller. Washington took Game 5
6-3 and headed back to Pittsburgh
with a chance to close out the
two-time defending Stanley Cup
champions.

The Predators looked to take
their first lead of their series against
the Jets with the Nashville crowd
behind them. But Nashville did
not play particularly well, as Winnipeg jumped all over the Preds’
defense. After a scoreless first period, the Jets’ offense began to
emerge. Winnipeg led 4-2 after the
second period, getting goals from
Stastny, Byfuglien and Kyle Connor twice. Yannick Weber and Ryan
Johansen scored for Nashville. But
the Jets iced the game in the third,
with goals from Mark Scheifele
and Mathieu Perreault. Winnipeg
took Game 5 6-2 and head back
home with a chance to close out
the series.
May 6 saw the Lightning and
Golden Knights move on in their
Stanley Cup quests.
After taking two games in Boston, the Lightning looked to snub
the Bruins back home in Game 5.
Boston, however, took a 1-0 lead
late in the first period thanks to
David Krejcí. But Tampa elevated
their game after the first and scored
three unanswered goals in the remaining 40 minutes. Point, J.T. Miller and Anton Stralman all scored
and Vasilevskiy made 27 saves. The
Lightning eliminated the Bruins in
five games to move onto the Eastern Conference Finals.
The Golden Knights looked to
keep their historic season going in
Game 6 against the Sharks.
They did not miss a beat, as
everything clicked in this game.
Marchessault, Nate Schmidt and
Cody Eakin scored, Marc-André
Fleury made 28 saves and the defense completely shut down San
Jose. Vegas took Game 6 3-0 and
the series four games to two, now
awaiting either Nashville or Winnipeg in the Western Conference
Finals.
On May 7, the Capitals beat
the Penguins 2-1 to move past the
second round of the playoffs for
the first time in 20 years. They will
face the Lighting in the Eastern
Conference Finals to determine
which team will represent the
Eastern Conference in the Stanley
Cup Finals.
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‘The Dark Knight Rises’—and Falls: Mets oust Harvey after six years
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17
Harvey’s career with the Mets
started in the heat of the Arizona
desert on July 26, 2012. The Arizona
sun was hot. But Harvey’s arm was
hotter. In his debut, Harvey struck
out 11 batters in 5.1 innings of play.
He would finish the 2012 season
with a 3-5 record and a 2.73 earned
run average, leaving Mets fans optimistic about the future. Harvey’s
2013 season cemented him as a
star, while placing the Mets back on
the map, as he finished with a 9-5
record, a 2.27 ERA and a start in the
2013 All-Star Game. After undergoing Tommy John surgery that sidelined him for the 2014 season, Harvey would return with a vengeance
for the 2015 season. He was named
2015 National League comeback
player of the year after posting a
13-8 record and a 2.71 ERA. Despite
warnings from doctors that surpassing the innings limit imposed
on him following his elbow surgery
could hinder his play and aggravate
his existing injury, Harvey pitched
in the playoffs, helping the Mets
reach the World Series for the first
time in 15 seasons.
His performance in Game 5 of
the 2015 World Series will be remembered as the moment his career path changed forever. Harvey
pitched a masterful eight scoreless
innings, striking out nine batters in
the process. However, the moment
the legend of Harvey should’ve
been cemented, his unraveling began. Manager Terry Collins wanted
to pull Harvey out of the game but
Harvey talked his way back in, and
Collins gave into his request to finish the game he had been utterly
dominating.
Harvey sprinted to the mound
in the ninth inning to a standing
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The New York spotlight was too much for Matt Harvey to handle, and as his playboy persona grew, his on-ﬁeld abilities shrunk.
ovation. The atmosphere at Citi
Field in that moment has been described by Mets fans as louder than
Shea Stadium's when the Mets won
Game 7 of the 1986 World Series.
It was an incredibly powerful moment that, should the Mets have
won the game, would’ve gone
down in history as an all-time great
sports moment.
Instead it serves as a reminder
of what it means to be a Mets fan.
Harvey gave up a leadoff walk
and then an RBI double that made
the score 2-1, silencing the Mets
faithful at Citi Field. Harvey was
pulled from the game, and the Mets
would go on to lose the game in
extra innings, and eventually the
World Series. Experts criticized the
decision to send Harvey out for the
ninth inning, but fans and players
defended it. But one thing was undebatable about the game: Harvey
was never the same after it.
Harvey posted a 4-10 record and
4.86 ERA in the 2016 season as injuries began to limit his effectiveness.
He ended his season with surgery

for thoracic outlet syndrome, and
lost his position as the ace of the
rotation following the emergence
of star pitchers Noah Syndergaard,
Jacob deGrom and Steven Matz.
The 2017 season was even worse
for Harvey as he posted a 5-7 record and abysmal 6.70 ERA. He
was suspended for three games for
violating team rules after he did not
appear at Citi Field on May 6, leading many to believe that he was out
partying the night before. Harvey
underwent yet another surgery
during the 2017 season and would
return just to be obliterated in two
innings by the eventual World Series Champions Houston Astros.
After a strong spring training,
Mets fans were sure that the 2018
season would be Harvey’s renaissance. Instead, it was officially the
tipping point in Harvey’s Mets career. He posted an 0-2 record and
7.00 ERA after four starts. He also
continued a streak of 11 straight
starts of pitching five innings or
less, draining the bullpen in almost
every start during his slump. After

he was relegated to the bullpen,
Harvey cursed at reporters and
refused to answer any questions
about the decision. He struggled
in four appearances out of the pen,
and, after he was found to be partying the night before a rough outing,
general manager Sandy Alderson
and the team made the decision
to either option Harvey to the minor leagues or designate him for
assignment. Harvey declined the
option, and his time with the Mets
came to a screeching halt.
Harvey’s career with the Mets
is almost that of two different players. In the 2012, 2013 and 2015 seasons, Harvey played in 65 games,
posting a 25-18 record, a 2.57 ERA
and struck out 449 batters. From
2016-2018, Harvey played in just 44
games, posting a 9-19 record, a 5.94
ERA and striking out 163 batters.
2018 is Harvey’s contract year. In
2015, many believed his prospective contract would be too much
for the Mets, as he would demand
an incredible contract due to his
abilities. Instead, he was ousted by

the organization after eight rough
appearances, proving that the contract would not be unaffordable; it
would just be unwarranted.
Harvey will certainly sign with
another team during the 2018 season. In fact, it could be argued that
he will thrive in any market other
than New York, which is by far the
biggest market in sports.
While fans will always have
their opinions about Harvey the
person, they will also be left with a
great deal to be thankful for. Harvey briefly shifted the New York
baseball spotlight from the Bronx
to Queens, and captured the attention of sports media, not just in
New York but nationwide. His debut against the Arizona Diamondbacks, his “bloody nose game”
against the Chicago White Sox, his
2013 dominance against the New
York Yankees and eight innings of
Game 5 of the World Series will go
down as all-time great Mets pitching moments. Harvey brought life
back to Citi Field.
Perhaps it’s poetic that the
events of Harvey’s career with the
Mets unfolded much like his namesake did in the 2008 film The Dark
Knight. In the film, whenever the
Bat-Signal would shine over Gotham, Batman would save the day.
The lights at Citi Field were Harvey’s Bat-Signal, and every time
they would shine, he would play
the hero. However, at the end of the
film, the Bat-Signal is destroyed,
and Batman vanishes, only to rise
again in the future.
The Citi Field lights have officially gone out on Harvey. The hero
is gone, and fans can only hope he
rises to greatness once again.
Editor's Note: Harvey was traded to
the Cincinnati Reds on May 8.

It's Lebron's world; we're just living in it
BY SALVATORE GAGLIARDI
COPY EDITOR
LeBron James, currently marching toward his eighth straight NBA
Finals appearance, has demoralized and single-handedly vexed
a plethora of Eastern Conference
foes over his career. The great Paul
George-led Indiana Pacers could
never overcome the great LeBronled Miami Heat teams.
The Washington Wizards could
never defeat LeBron during his
first stint in Cleveland.
The Atlanta Hawks have faced a
LeBron-led team three times in the
playoffs, never winning a single
game against him, even after securing the conference’s No. 1 seed
in 2015.
Unsurprisingly, the Toronto
Raptors — which was the best
regular-season team in the Eastern
Conference this year — did not live
up to their expectations.
The playoffs begin an entirely
different season in which LeBron
thrives and the Raptors, like the
rest of conference, do not.
But, as easy as it may be to bash
the Raptors’ poor playoff performance yet again, this is about LeBron, not them.
"You're looking at probably one
of the guys that's going to go down
as one of the greatest ever, and
it's a matchup nightmare for anybody," Dwane Casey, head coach
of the Raptors, said.
"We've seen it with Michael
[Jordan], we've seen it with Kobe
[Bryant], we've seen it with a lot of
great players ... for whatever reason, we got the unlucky draw every
year, going against him."
LeBron truly is transcendent,
a once-in-a-generation, leaguealtering talent.
Like Michael Jordan before
him, certain teams have risen and
fallen because of his greatness.

Ironically, the Cavaliers of yesteryear were one of those teams
that could never beat Jordan, losing five separate times to him
throughout his playoff career. The
shoe is now on the other foot solely
because of LeBron.
Basketball, like no other team
sport, can be dictated by one
player’s greatness. These types of
athletes are rare. Among the most
prominent are LeBron, Jordan,
Bryant, Larry Bird, Magic Johnson,
Oscar Robertson, Wilt Chamberlain and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.
It is finally time LeBron’s greatness, even before he retires, is
compared. Like no player before
him, even Jordan, LeBron is the
league's toughest matchup, as alluded to by Casey.
Improving with age like a fine
wine, steak or Benjamin Button,
LeBron has every imaginable skill
set. He is a vaunted defender —
when engaged — and his flurry of
offensive weapons now include
post ups, layups, fast breaks, threepoint shooting and — a new upgrade this postseason — an unguardable step-back jumper.
Paired with his otherworldly
passing ability, LeBron, at age
33, is, possibly unlike any previous season prior, an unstoppable
force. His team, though, become
its greatest when his teammates
play at their best.
Most elite teams today force the
ball from LeBron’s hands by double-teaming, rather than letting
him beat them on his own.
That is why his 2018 motley
crew of Cavalier teammates — recently mocked during a Saturday
Night Live skit — still must play
their best for LeBron to succeed.
However, LeBron never gave up
on his team: "I believe in my teammates. So as everyone was burying
my teammates alive throughout
that first-round series, I just con-

tinued to tell them, 'Listen, we
can't win without each and every
one doing their jobs, and being as
great as they can be."
His stats are game-altering.
However, LeBron surpasses his
peers because his unwavering
consistency on the court instills
the belief in his teammates that
they can win any game or playoff
series because he occupies the
court with them.
LeBron’s performances, like
that during Game 3 on May 5
against the Raptors, can go a long
way in instilling this mentality.
With eight seconds remaining
on the clock, the Raptors had just
tied the game at 103 after trailing
by 11 points in the fourth quarter.
The Cavs called timeout.
They decided to inbound the
ball in the backcourt and let LeBron drive the length of the court,
building up a head of steam.
He drove toward the basket,
picking up his dribble around the
three-point arch.
He launched toward the baseline, away from the basket off the
wrong leg — his left.
He rose up above his defender
who had guarded him as best as
anyone could and effortlessly
kissed the ball off the glass.
The Cavs won the game 105103, and as LeBron explained
afterward when asked about the
shot, tongue in cheek, “the level of
difficulty of that shot is very difficult. Don't try it at home."
On May 7, LeBron and the
Cavs obliterated the Raptors 12893, completing their sweep and
advancing to yet another Eastern
Conference Finals.
From the Raptors’ perspective,
guard DeMar DeRozan explained:
"Maybe they just got our number.
Things just don't go right for us."
No, the Cavs did not have the
Raptors’ number; LeBron did.
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Sayonara, Ichiro, and thanks for all the incredible memories
BY JOSEPH NIEVES

World Baseball Classic, winning
the final game with a base hit in extra innings. The stress created from
the tournament led to his stomach ulcer. Several weeks later, the
Mariners’ team doctor told Ichiro
he wouldn’t be able to play on the
opening day of the season. Ichiro
refused to listen according to his
former teammate Mike Sweeney.
Before the Mariners ultimately
forced him to sit out, his doctor
tried to explain that a bleeding ulcer was a serious condition that
could actually kill him.
Ichiro’s response: "I'll take my
chances." Though he didn’t get
his way, it’s amazing that even the
chance of death couldn’t scare Ichiro from playing baseball.
The second anecdote is from
October of 2017. The Miami Marlins’ season had already ended.
Sometime after, Marlins second
baseman Dee Gordon went into the
clubhouse to get something he had
left behind. Gordon found Ichiro in
the batting cage working on his hitting. That’s nothing new for Ichiro,
as he has been training almost every day since the third grade.
Nothing gets between Ichiro
and baseball. His mastery of his
craft does not come from natural talent alone. It comes from the
hours he spends daily preparing for
the next game.
The only thing he hates more
than not playing baseball is playing
baseball poorly. According to ESPN
The Magazine, Ichiro’s wife says she
wakes up some nights and hears
him crying in his sleep.
This man literally puts blood,
sweat and tears into the game he
loves. His legendary career has
transcended our lifetime, but like
all good things, it must come to
an end.

SENIOR STAFF WRITER
There’s something admirable
about someone who excels at their
profession and continues to approach each day like it’s their first
day on the job. While many may
search for shortcuts, the great ones
spend countless days honing their
skills. They are not satisfied with
being just a master at their craft;
they strive for something greater,
which is to be the best version of
themselves that they can be. To
them, good isn’t good enough.
One such person is Ichiro Suzuki, commonly known as just
Ichiro. On May 3, the Seattle Mariners announced that he would be
transitioning into a front office role,
assumming special assistant to the
chairman. This all but ensures that
Ichiro’s playing days are over.
Ichiro is not considering this
move a retirement, telling reporters, “When I start using a cane,
that’s a time I think I should retire.” A look back on Ichiro’s career
reveals a man whose dedication
to success created someone who
is considered one of the greatest
baseball players on two different
continents.
Ichiro played parts of nine seasons in the Japan Pacific League.
He batted .353, with a .421 onbase percentage, and a .522 slugging percentage. Ichiro became an
international free agent after the
2000 season and was signed by
the Mariners.
It was in Seattle that Ichiro
made history. In 2001, he joined
former Boston Red Sox outfielder
Fred Lynn as the only players to
win rookie of the year and the MVP
award in the same season. The
Mariners won 116 games, and it
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Ichiro's MLB career will go down as one of the greatest of all time, as he will retire with the record for most career hits.
was the most recent year they made
it into the postseason.
Following his earlier success,
Ichiro had 262 hits in the 2004 season. This broke the record for most
hits in a single season, surpassing
the previous mark of 257 by George
Sisler in 1920.
Then there are Ichiro’s clutch
hits. On Sept. 18, 2009, the Mariners were trailing 2-1 to the New
York Yankees. Ichiro came up to
the plate in the bottom of the ninth
with two outs and a runner on
first base.
The Yankees were on their way
to the league’s best record and
an eventual World Series victory,
while the Mariners were fighting,
albeit unsuccessfully, for the wild
card to end an eight-year playoff
drought. Ichiro stepped into the
box and launched Mariano Rivera’s
first-pitch cutter into the right-field
seats, hitting a walk-off home run

against one of the game’s greatest
closers.
Ichiro was a model of consistency. All told, he collected over
200 hits in his first 10 MLB seasons.
That is still the record for most consecutive 200-hit seasons. He had 10
straight All-Star appearances and
10 straight Gold Glove awards. Ichiro pulled his career batting average
above .300 in his 10th at bat, and
never would dip under that mark.
He was a stellar base runner, hit
to all fields, had a cannon for an
arm and could scale outfield walls
to rob home runs just like his teammate Ken Griffey Jr.
Ichiro never needed to put his
best swing on the ball to get a hit.
Since Fangraphs Inc. began tracking batted ball data in 2002, it has
not recorded any statistics near
Ichiro’s 550 infield hits. The next
closest is his former teammate Derek Jeter with 294 infield hits.

Ichiro’s speed wasn’t simply
limited to hustling to first base. He
is one of four players to have 3,000
hits and 500 stolen bases, along
with Ty Cobb, Eddie Collins and
Paul Molitor.
When factoring in his hits in
Japan, Ichiro has had 4,367 professional hits. Only eight other players
in history have had that many hits
in any professional league including the MLB, the minor leagues or
foreign leagues.
The numbers only tell a part
of the Japanese outfielder’s story.
ESPN The Magazine had an article
on Ichiro in March. Three anecdotes from the article exemplify his
commitment to excellence and his
passion for baseball.
In 2009, Ichiro went on the
disabled list for the first time as a
major league player because of a
bleeding stomach ulcer. That year,
he led Japan to a victory in the 2009

Bomber baseball is
booming as ‘The Rivalry'
is renewed in the Bronx
BY LIZ VOLAVKA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The most intense rivalry in Major League Baseball has made its
return for the 2018 season, and the
fans are all here for it.
The New York Yankees took
first place in the American League
East from the Boston Red Sox after
a playoff-like series in the Bronx
held from May 8-10.
Although there were no suspensions this time around, the
rivalry was clearly present, with a
sold-out Yankee Stadium chanting “Boston sucks” before the first
pitch was even thrown.
The nadir of the rivalry was
enough to make the comeback
even more exciting. With the Yankees and Red Sox now being the
top two teams in the entire Major League, not just the American
League, the stir-crazy fans can look
forward to a somewhat exciting
matchup.
Unfortunately for Yankees
fans, the past few years have been
spent clinging to a rivalry with no
real fire.
Of course, there has been animosity between the two cities in all
sports, but nothing like what fans
saw before the lull and nothing like
what they are seeing now.
The bench-clearing brawl on
April 11 at Fenway Park, between
Yankees’ first baseman Tyler Austin and Red Sox reliever Joe Kelly,
was enough to trigger fans’ memories of A-Rod and Jason Varitek’s
brawl in 2004 after a similar hit-bypitch scene.
I remember how actively my
dad’s family from New York and
my mom’s misguided family from

Boston represented their respective teams prior to and during that
2004 season.
This was the season in which
the Red Sox came back from a 0-3
deficit to beat the Yankees in the
American League Championship
Series and win the World Series.
April through October of that
year brought some major hostility
in our households, especially with
constant references to “26-6,” the
Yankees’ then World Series record
in relation to the Red Sox’s.
At such a young age, it was exciting to see such excitement and
resentment surround Yankee Stadium and Fenway Park.
The past five to seven years
have been spent waiting for its
return.
It looks like the fire has finally
been reignited, and the atmosphere resembling that of the playoffs is unmatched.
Both teams’ lineups are forces
to be reckoned with. For the Yankees, the whole lineup from veteran Brett Gardner to the newest
“Baby Bomber,” Gleyber Torres,
is strong.
After winning 17 games out of
18, it seems every game brings a
new hero. For the Red Sox, Mookie
Betts and J.D. Martinez lead the
lineup in all aspects.
With these two winning teams
playing the way they do, it’s no
wonder why the Yankees-Red Sox
rivalry is back.
The best part of it all is not only
bringing the emotionally charged
heat back between the fans, but
seeing the players add fuel to
the fire.
The rivalry has been reignited,
and it just feels so right.
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SUDOKU SOLUTION:

ISSUE 11

BLOCKCHAIN TO THE FUTURE: UNDERSTANDING THE DIGITAL
ECONOMY
12:30 p.m. - 2 p.m. | NVC 14-250 | Registration required

THE LEXIES
6 p.m. - 9 p.m. | NVC 2-125 | Free
MODEL UN TABLING
12:40 p.m. - 2 p.m. | NVC 2nd Floor Lobby | Free

LAST DAY OF CLASSES

THURS

FINALS

17
FRI

FINALS

18
SAT

FINALS

19
SUN

FINALS

20

CINDY HUANG | THE TICKER

*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight
SAVE THE DATE

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

Job Search Boot Camp: Week 6
Wednesday, May 16, 2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m., NVC
2-190
Come to this workshop and learn how to incorporate
job search tools into your search!

CVISION

Recruiting Kick-Oﬀ
Thursday, Aug. 30, 12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m., NVC 14220
JUNIORS & SENIORS: Get a jump start on your job
search at our Recruiting Kick-off!
Accounting Fair
Friday, Sept. 7, 12 p.m. - 4 p.m., NVC Gyms – Level 2
Connect with 30+ employers for internship, parttime and full-time opportunities in Accounting.
Business-formal attire required.

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK
CHECK OUT THE PEER TIP OF THE WEEK FROM SCDC’S PEERS
FOR CAREERS PROGRAM
"If you’re leaving your current position for an upcoming
summer internship, make sure to end your time on a good
note. Keep in contact with former employers and co-workers,
and politely ask them to serve as professional references for the
future."

– Aleksandra Ryshina, Peer for Careers

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

Digital Marketing Intern
We are looking for a highly
independent, motivated student
with excellent organizational
skills and attention to detail. The
ideal candidate should demonstrate experience and passion
for digital marketing - CVISION
focuses on cultivating passionate people excited to learn and
contribute to a growing business.
This digital marketing internship gives marketers exposure
to a wide variety of critical techniques including SEO, email
marketing, social media, content
and ad writing, video marketing,
graphic design, and more.

Duties will consist of improving search engine marketing and
SEO, proposing/executing marketing strategy, assisting with
content marketing and social
media, creating and maintaining email marketing initiatives,
monitoring, analyzing and reporting within Salesforce.com,
and competitive research.
In this role, students will learn
and be exposed to SEO & SEM,
Digital Marketing Strategy, Content Writing and Design, Social
Media Marketing, Email Campaigns, and Salesforce.com, the

leading CRM tool for professional marketers.
CVISION Technologies is a
digital media software company
recently acquired by leading
PDF solutions enterprise Foxit
Software. CVISION is based in
the heart of Queens, N.Y. with
Fortune 500 clients consisting of
financial services, banking, government, and law organizations.
Our industry-leading document
management software is designed to help businesses email,
share, archive, and manage documents more efficiently.
Starr Search ID: 115378

EVERYBODY AT ONCE
Social Media Analytics Intern
Everybody at Once (EA1) is
a small, growing, fun, innovative company founded in 2013,
renowned for strategic audience
development and social strategy with the most interesting
brands in media and entertainment. They are currently a team
of 9 full-time staff, all passionate
about fan communities, animated gifs, and Pop-Tarts. They are
seeking multiple hard working,
excited, and efficient interns to
join our team in New York & LA
beginning immediately for 3-6
months, dependent upon avail-

ability. Interns must be available
minimum 2 days per week from
10:00a-6:00p, with the possibility
of additional hours both in the
office and/or remotely, and must
have their own laptop computer.
The Social Media Analytics
interns’ duties include quantitative and qualitative social
media campaign research and
analysis on Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Tumblr and YouTube
analytics, audience analysis on
social media, assist with client
reporting, case studies and other
data-backed deliverables, fill and

maintain analytics dashboards,
and monitor new and emerging
trends in the marketplace.
Interns should have the ability to meet deadlines, experience
working in G-Suite, fluency in
Excel and Google Sheets, some
understanding of social media
analytics and platforms, creativity, background in marketing,
analytics, data science, statistics
or related major, and their own
laptop.
Starr Search ID: 115269

